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Keeping hospital on line
big job for unsung fellow

Space Shuttle Discovery
delayed by rocket failure

See Garrott's Galley, page 3

Senior Babe Ruth statistics
tell story of winning season
See story on page 12

See story on page 18
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Huge crowd welcomes Reagan to Kentucky

President Reagan
Visiting the Commonwealth today

By DAVID MoCORSIICK
Associated Press Writer
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.(AP )
- Thousands of campers toting
umbrellas and straw hats to
ward off the hot sun lined the entrance to the main stage at
Beech Bend Park today to hear
President Reagan speak about
the environment.
About an hour before the
speech there were no banners
visible welcoming the president,
but Marge Kilmartin of
Rensslaer, N.Y., was among
many in the crowd wearing Tshirts that read "President
Reagan was in my camp."
Between 18,000 and 20,000 people began arriving at the park
last week for the annual convention of the National Campers
and Hikers Association.

The Murray Ledger 6: Times will be among the media covering
President Reagan's trip to Kentucky today. Ruth Ann Coleman,
stall writer and Jennie Gordon, photographer. are In Bowling
Green for his arrival.
Despite this being an election
year, the White House billed the
trip, which included a tour of
nearby Mammoth Cave, as nonpolitical. But Ms. Kilmartin said
she believed the only reason he
showed up was because of his reelection bid.
Jackie Horn of Columbus,
Ohio, disagreed. "Where else
could he go to get the message
across to so many people," she
said, adding that 48 states are
represented at the 24th
convention.
Betty Zook of New Holland.
Penn. was toting an American

flag along with a lawn chair. "I
think it's a big honor for our
organization," she said. Mrs.
Zook, who said she is the parent
of an Vietnam War MIA, said
"any president means a lot to
me - Democrat or
Republican."
After being searched by
security officers at the entrance
to the stage, campers were
allowed to place lawn chairs in a
grassy, roped-off area surrounding the stage.
Reagan's visit came on the
third day of presidential outings
planned to demonstrate the ad-

A small copper fishhook, made centuries ago, is among
thousands of artifacts which have been unearthed at the
Wickliffe Mounds Research Center, an archaeological site
maintained by Murray State Unteersity.
Since,there are little or ino copper deposits•in the region for
hundreds of miles, the small example of early metalwork is
one of the mysteries that researchers hope to solve through
ongoing study at the mounds. There are no written records
about the culture of West Kentucky's early residents - only
clues like the fishhook, which may have been made from Metal
bartered from Michigan traders.
Formerly called the Ancient Buried City, the Wickliffe site
has been widely known to archaeologists and tourists since the
1930s when Col. Fain White King and his wife Blanche Busey
King began excavations and opened a museum. Mr. and Mrs.
King donated the property to a building fund for Western Baptist Hospital in 1948, and the hospital donated the property to
Murray State last year.
Several prehistoric groups are known as "mound builders,"
according to Kit Wesler, director of the center. He explained
that the mounds, which are believed to have been ceremonial,
were built in settlements around a central plaza area.
The most recent group known to have built mounds are called the Mississippian people. They lived from about A.D. 800 to
1500 and. were ancestors of Indians such as the Choctaw.
Chickasaw, and Tunica tribes.
Wester said the mounds at Wickliffe may have been constructed during the middle part of the Mississippian era. He
said a piece of charred wood from the site was recently carbon
dated at A.D. 1,120 to 1190 by scientists at the University of
Illinois.
Under the ownership of Murray State, the center is being
opened as a museum and research facility. More than 1,500
visitors were counted in May and Wesler expects visitation to
Brian 'Paylor of Paducah, an intern at the Wickliffe Mounds
continue to grow.
Research Center, carefully dusts one of the skeletons in the
A major task facing Wesler and the center staff is to
cemetery eXca‘ation display. Murray State t niverslty acquired
organize and interpet the collection. The compilation is
the archaeological site and museum last fall from Padticah•.
estimated at a staggering 200,000 pieces when every bit of
Western Baptist Hospital. Taylor is a senior majoring in Moor).
broken pottery is included.
MSt* photo tiy Johnny !Sillier
Wester hopes that organizing the collection will yield new information about how the people's culture changed over time,
and how the site compares with others in the central Mississipoecaine especially unpresseu uy toe'many lull sets oi teeth
pi River Valley, where the mound builders lived.
which anthropologists attribute to a lack of sugar in the
Although King labeled the artifacts as they were uncovered,
prehistoric diet.
the pieces were 'mostly just piled up" and never inventoried
Limited new excavation is underway. Wester proposes a
based on such information as ground level or a particular
15-year plan to sample one percent of the site, with Murray
mound. Wester said the sorting process is made more difficult,
State students conducting much of the field work.
although not impossible, because King's field notes have been
Wester said the ability to plan excaVation years in ,advance
lost.
has given the university's anthropology And archaeology
"We've searched for the notes, but since King did do a fair
studies "a focus we've never had We can now sit down and
job of labeling, we can sort the pieces out and the collection
plan a research program that does not involve starting a ne,.%
should become an important research tool," said Wester.
site every summer."
Continued improvement lo the exhibits is another major goal.
Additional studies. including a major in anthropology, may
Sign boards containing text material about the displays all. bebe proposed based on opportunities at the mounds and at a seing hung, and history and anthropology students from the
"end important prehistoric site, Savage Cave, which was also
university give guided tours to groups.
donated to the university last year, Wesler said.
Among the more tedious Improvements - dusting of the apThe Wickliffe Mounds are open daily from March to
proximally 150 skeletons in the excavated cemetery - has also
Ndvember from 9 a.m to 930 p.m admission is $3 for adult.
been completed. Murray State senior Brian Taylor of Paducah
$2.75 senior citizen, $2 age six tell and under six admitted
was one orseveral students equipped with a dental pick and
free.
brush and charged with the task.
Tours and grpop rates'are available. Information may be ob- •
Taylor said the skeletons, which lie in excavated burial sites.
tallied by contacting the Wickliffe Mounds Research Center,
had probably not been dusted since the museum opened. lie
P.D. Box 155, Wickliffe, Ky., 42087. 15021 335-3681.
said he did not mind being surrounded by the remains and

— today's index
humid with highs in the low
905. Light north winds.
Tonight: cuar with lows in
the upper Me. Light and
-variable winds.
Friday: Mostly sunny,
warmer Ltd more humid with
highs in the low to mid 90s.
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Today: Some clouds this
morning. Becoming partly '
sunny in the afternoon. Not as

ed bus service
More than seven miles of
water pipes were laid on the
350-acre campground, and the
camp has its own police and fire
service for the weeklong event.
If any comfort of home is missing, a supermarket and more
than 100 vendors are here to supply it
"You name it, we've got it,"
Needy said.
According to the campers,
most of them retirees, the object
of the annual events is not
wilderness solitude but comfortable camaraderie.
"We've been coming every
year since 1972," said Ray Davis
of Latrobe, Pa. "You meet people from all different states, and
when you come back you see
(Cont'd on page 2)
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ministration's concern for the
environment. It followed a tour
of nearby Mammoth Cave a?'
Mammoth Cave National Park.
During the convention, the
recreational vehicle enthusiasts
have been making more use of
the amusement park and water
slide than the natural
attractions.
-There are several lakes
around, but we don't recommend that anybody swim in
them. We've got a swimming
pool," said John Needy, chairman of the National Campers
and Hikers Association "campvention" at Beech Bend Park.
The event is camping at its
most organized. About 4,300
camper vehicles are crowded
together in groups according to
state and connected by schedul-
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By DONALD M. ROTHBERO
AP Political Writer
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) Walter F. Mondale,an establishment Democrat breaking with
tradition, today introduced Rep.
Geraldine Ferraro of New Yk
as his choice for vies pretridantial running mate. If confirmed
by the Democratic National
Convention next week, she
would be the first woman to win
a spot on a major party ticket.
Mondale picked Ms. Ferraro,
a 48-year-old third-term congresswoman, after a lengthy
selection process that featured
interviews with seven
contenders.
His decision to disclose his
choice in advance of the convention was extremely rare. His
selection of a woman was
historic.
Mondale notified Ms. Ferraro
by telephone Wednesday, she
immediately accepted the offer
and flew to Minnesota to be present for the news conference.
"If selected, I will work very
hard for the campaign," she told
reporters before she slipped out
of San Francisco for an overnight flight to Minnesota.
She had mounted something of
a campaign to get the post, and
prominent women leaders had
sought to pressure Mondale in
recent weeks on her behalf.
Her husband, real estate
developer John Zaccaro, joined
her for the occasion. "She's a
very forceful woman," he said.
Mondale made his announcement in the Minnesota State
Capitol in St. Paul. Together, he
and Ms. Ferraro will appear at a
rally on Friday in Mondale's
hometown of Elmore. Minn.,
then go to Lake Tahoe, Calif. for
a weekend retreat before flying
to the convention city on
Monday.
A Ferarro partisan had suggested that Mondale seemed
ready to take a gamble with his
vice presidential choice, and a
new poll hints at the potential
new danger for him in his uphill
race against President Reagan.
An ABC-Post poll of registered
Democrats indicated the
presence of a woman on the
ticket could be a wash: 15 percent of those surveyed said they
would be more likely to vote for
Mondale, while 15 percent were
less likely to.
Friday, Mondale was to take
Ms. Ferraro on a sentimental
journey to his hometown of
Elmore, Minn before traveling
to Lake Tahoe, Calif., for the
weel•--4.61si Monday, Mondal':
was to fly to San Francisco
where convention delegates
were expected to nominate him
for president on Wednesday.
By making his selection
known before the convention,
Mondale hoped to head off
serious opposition to his own
candidacy or his choice of•run -

Walter Mondale
The long wait is over
fling mate
The steam went out of Sen.
Gary Hart's challenge to Mondale on Wednesday when Hart
said he'd join a Mondale ticket if
asked. He wasn't.
Until the last moment, Mayor
Dianne Feinstein of San Francisco was a possible choice if a
woman were the nominee

Governor
pleased at
Mondale's
selection
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)Although she had been considered for the job herself,
Gov Martha Layne Collins
today applauded Walter F.
Mondale's selection of U.S.
Rep. Geraldine Ferraro as a
vice presidential running
mate.
Mrs. Ferraro. who was
among the governor's guests
at the Kentucky Derby in
May, is "extremely well
qualified. She's a dynamic
person with a great deal of enthusiasm," Mrs. Collins said
In a statement.
And, even though Mrs. Ferraro is from New York, she
"can identify with the people
of Kentucky and the South
and relate to their special
concerns and needs," Mrs.
Collins said.
Mrs. Collins released the
statenient through Ken
Hooking, her deputy press
ifeerftary She was said to oe
unable to comment in person
because of a crowded
schedule, but an aide said the
governor would make a
public statement when she
greets President Reagan at
Mammoth Cave State Park
this morning.

Slays' national drink
(This is the second In a series of
sketches about Yugoslavia written by Dr Moses Koch of Murray State. Nine MSU faculty are
currently In that country on a
five-week study program.)
I've been to Yugoslavia five
times on various educational
rids:ions but only once have I
become inebriated in the course
of educational negotiations
In fact It happened during my
first conference with Yugoslav
educators. My prior preparation
and briefing had omitted any acquaintance with an almost
universal practice in most of
Yugoslavia. I refer to their
ceremonial consumption of the
national drink, "alivovica" (pronounced: sleeve-o-veeLs).
Slivovica is a plum brandy.
usually about 100 proof, or more

The annual members'
meeting of the West Kentucky
Rural Electric Cooperative will
be held on Saturday, July 14, at 2
p.m. at the Farmington Elementary School 1*-mile west of Farmington on Ky. 121.
Three directors will be elected
for three-year terms during the
meeting. The nominating corn,
mittee recently renominated
Gilbert Baker, District 4, Jewell
Conner, District 3 and W.N.
Murdock, District 1 to succeed
Joe S. Ray, who elected to
retire. The names of Earnest H.
Collins, District 4 and Linda R.
Sullivan, District 3 will appear
on the ballot as the result of petitions submitted in their behalf.
Members may also submit
nominations from the floor.

Reagan visits
Bowling Green...
(Cont'd from page 1)
them again."
Besides the amusement park,
the event offers concerts, square
dances, teen dances, bingo
games, volleyball games, a
parade and even a beauty contest — won this year by Jeanne
Criscitiello of suburban Miami.
"But the biggest thing is the
friendliness Of the people," said
Lucille Bakker of Calumet City,
Ill. "You can stop and talk to
anyone and they'll visit with
you."
"Another nice thing is the
security," said Lorraine Luszyk
of Lansing, Ill "No one gets in
who doesn't belong."
She also praised the convenience of the facilities.

Until one develops a taste for
this drink, the experience is
equivalent to swallowing a mixture of gasoline and anti-freese,
depending somewhat on the particular brand of idivovica. It is a
national drink of which most
Yugoslays are very fond. It is
often referred to lovingly as
sleeve-o-veetsa — with accent
on the next-to-last syllable.
My first conference in that
country was scheduled for 8
a.m. I was to meet with the
director and the assistant director of a two-year college in
Zagreb, a beautiful mid 19thcentury city.
Aware that neither of these
men spoke English, I had arranged for an interpreter to pick
me up at my hotel and to accompany me to the meeting which
was scheduled for one hour.
After introductions the four of
us were seated around a rather
large circular table. In a few
minutes a middle-aged matron
wearing a blue smock entered
the room with a tray of four
small glasses of slivovica, which
I had never tasted before.
The conference proceeded
very well. Between periodic
sips, I sensed success, particularly the development of my
relationship with the two
Yugoslav educators.
I had finished my drink and
was then sipping a cup of
Turkish black coffee when the
blue-mocked matron reentered
the room, this time with four
more glasses of slivovica. I
glanced at my watch and realized there were 10 minutes left in
the conference. However, my
host was not to grant me that
much time for consuming this
second glass.
He raised his glass and
through the interpreter he proposed a toast, "To Professor
Koch and to a successful mission
in Yugoslavia."
As we raised our glasses, I
asked my interpreter to please
tell Professor Lovric and his
assistant (whose name I do not
recall) that if my subsequent
conferences were as enjoyable
as this I would most certainly
have a very successful mission.
After his ceremonious translation, with appropriate'sweeping
gestures, I added, "Please
thank Professor Lovric for such
an auspicious beginning to my
trip."
When the interpreter finished,
I noted very broad smiles on my
hosts' faces. I assumed that
their smiles were evoked by the
words "auspicious beginning to
my trip," as a veiled reference
to the slivovica.

In one gulp, the three
Yugoslays consumed the contents of their glasses.
Momentarily I wondered
whether theirs was water and
whether this was some nefarious
communist ploy to debilitate
me.
When I returned to the hotel,
the first thing my wife said was,
"You're drunk." I had no problem confessing it and describing to her the conference as I
have related it above
But there at the hotel, as I
related to her the latter part of
the conference, I came upon a
sudden shocking realization
I had begun describing to her
the final toast and the exchange
of good wishes, when suddenly I
realized that my interpreter had
taken my words thanking Professor Lovric and my reference
to "an auspicious beginning,"
and the interpreter had repeated
them, not in Serbo-Croatian but
had simply repeated my words
In English.
"My gosh, Ann," I said to my
wife, "my interpreter thanked
Professor Lovric in English!
The interpreter must have been
drunk!"
No wonder Professor Lovric
and his assistant had been so
amused.
At the time of that exchange of
good wishes, I must have been
unaware, or at best only
subliminally aware of the interpreter's error. But I had not fully realized it until I was recounting that portion of the conference to my wife!
The ironic twist is this: In my
four subsequent educational
missions to that country, I have
met several more times with
Professor Lovric. When I recounted the incident to him
(through an interpreter of
course), he assured me that all
of the interpreter's remarks on
that occasion were in SerboCroatian.
I guess I shall never know who
among the four of us was least
Intoxicated.

State police seek man suspected
of attempted rape in Livingston
Kentucky State Police are
seeking information on a man
suspected of trying to rape a
woman in Livingston County.
According to the Mayfield
state police post, the attempted
rape occurred Wednesday at
2:40 p.m. The man knocked on
the woman's front door, said he

had locked his keys in his car,
and asked for a coat hanger and
a drink. Once inside, he attacked
the woman but was scared away
by her sister.
Police describe the man as a
white male from 25 to 30 years
old, 5 feet 11 inches tall, slender
with dark brown hair and a dark

tan, one or two days' growth of
Wird, and wearing a green and
white striped shirt and cut-off
blue jeans
Anyone with information on a
man of that description should
call the Mayfield post at
856-t721.

Tourism committee election scheduled
Two representatives from
each of the eight Purchase counties will be elected to a regional
tourism committee at a meeting
July 25 at 3 p.m. at the Purchase
Area Development District office in Mayfield.
Committee members will be
elected by representatives from

their counties at the meeting.
Everyone is invited to attend the
meeting and all those present
will participate in the
nominating and election
process.
The tourism committee will be
responsible for reviewing the
revised guidelines for the Fiscal

LEADERSHIPNURRAY

Year '85 Kentucky Tourism
Cabinet's Matching Funds Program and establishing a
schedule for receiving grant
applications.
The matching funds program
provides financial assistance to
regional and local groups for the
promotion of tourism. The funds
can be used for brochures and
other promotional literature,
media advertisements, participation in travel shows and
promotion of festivals
Anyone needing additional information can call the PADD at
247.7171, 753-8325 or 554-2097

Nominations accepted
by Leadership Murray
By LORETTA JOBS
Vice Chairman of
Board of Directors
For Leadership Murray
Leadership Murray is being
conducted for the second year in
order to strengthen leadership
potential in our community.
Leadership Murray was formed
by the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commeree. Housed
in the Commerce Centre, it is
self-sustaining through tuitions,
scholarships and donations.
Leadership Murray is modeled after similar leadership
development programs
operating in other cities and is
governed by a Board of Directors drawn from the community
at large. Louisville and
Owensboro are among the more
than 200 leadership programs in
the nation and Murray was the
third city in Kentucky to launch
the program. Paducah, Henderson, Madisonville anddlicluitond
are selecting charter 'classes for

John H. Elliott, 57, of Rt. 5,
Murray, was arrested Wednesday by the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department on a
charge of second-degree
forgery.
Chief Deputy Larry Nixon
said the arrest stemmed from,
the- alleged fradulent endorsemale of a check in May. The
check—was from a - Chicago
Leadership Murray will bring
business, Nixon said. Elliott is
together individuals with
out of jail on bond.
diverse backgrounds and exAlso arrested was a 16-yearperiences who have
old juvenile on a charge of
demonstrated talent and comfourth-degree assault. The armitment for leadership.
rest stemmed from an alleged
Through this program, they will
assault of another juvenile on
have an unprecedented opporJune 16, according to Nixon. The
tunity to become more aware of
boy was released to his parents
pending juvenile court action.

the dynamics of social and
economic changes of today and
their impact on our community.
Through face-to-face discussions with other community
leaders and experts from
organizations and institutions
that help to form the structure of
our community, these specially
selected individuals will develop
an in-depth understanding of the
interrelationships and complexities of current issues facing
Murray and Calloway County in
the coming years.
Through planned interaction
and experiences with one
another during the seminars,
participants will broaden communication and problem-solving
skills. Their focus will be a view
of our community needs as being met through well-informed
objective leaders who can share
their understandings with others
in their jobs, organizations, and
community groups.
13ushiess, civic, educational
and governmental organizations
are nominating individuals for
Leadership Murray, individuals
may apply without nomination.
Applications must be postmarked on or before July 31 for
Leadership Murray which will
begin in September. For information, call 763-5171.

LUCKY LEAF — Members of the Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association held
their annual meeting Wednesday at the West
Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition
Center. Shown here discussing their product are,

The Murray Public Schools
Board of Education will meet in
regular season at 7:30 p.m.
tonight at the board office.
Reports on test scores, food
services and athletics will be
among those items discussed.

The Calloway County school
board will meet at 5 p.m.
tonight, Thursday, July 12, at
the board office on College
Farm Road.
Among the agenda items are
discussion of the school drug and
alcohol policy, readmission of
students, and personnel items.

The Murray City Council will
meet in regular session at 7:30
p.m. tonight at City Hall.
. On, the agenda will be the
reading of ordinance No. 801
establishing grievance procedures related to discrimination on the basis of handicapped
status in Murray.
The council will also hear two
reports and/or recommenda•
tions and discuss cable tv litigation in executive season.

from left, Gary Brame, Jamie Potts, Johnny
Stockdale. association General Manager Will Ed
Clark, Hamp Brooks, Jr., Kerry Wyatt, and Ottis
McPherson,
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PERSPECTIVE

by m.c. garroft

Not quite color blind

Environmental impact
What possessed President Reagan to appoint
Anne Burford to an advisory committee dealing
with environmental issues? The administration
needs no new enemies among environmentalists.
The Burford appointment only reopens wounds
that might otherwise be healing.
Burford resigned as head of the Environmental Protection Agency last year while six different
congressional committees were investigating
charges of mismanagement, conflict of interest
and political manipulation in the agency's enforcement of anti-pollution laws. Before the storm had
cleared, more than a dozen top officials °UEFA
had resigned or been fired.
Mr. Reagan has a commendable sense of loyalty to those who have taken political beatings on
behalf of his policies, and there was a heavy mixture of partisanship in the congressional attacks
on Burford. Finding a berth for her somewhere in
the administration would be a harmless way to
reward a good soldier. But to put her in charge
of the National Advisory Committee on Oceans
and Atmosphere, which involves her again with
environmental policy, is to ignore the feelings of
a large number of Americans who are skeptical
to begin with about Mr. Reagan's concern for the
environment.
The head of the National Wildlife Federation
threatened to refuse to attend a meeting of environmentalists at the White House as a protest
against the appointment. That kind of grandstanding serves no useful purpose, of course, but if Mr.
Reagan was embarrassed, he has only himself to
blame.
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garrott's galley
When Clarence Pendleton was appointed by
President Reagan to head the U.S. Civil Rights
Commission in 1981, he was viewed with suspicion by others in the civil rights movement
because he said he supported the views of the
president.
Mr Reagan's views, especially his beliefs that
Affirmative Action programs favoring
minorities in employment amounted to reverse
discrimination, did not sit well with traditional
civil rights advocates. Pendleton agreed with the
president that the best way to overcome
discrimination was to be -color blind" in hiring
and promotion and ding business
Now Pendleton is critizing the president for
departing from the color-blind policy in two recent instances. Mr. Reagan seems to be catering
to minorities in a bit of election year fencemending. He invited the major black appointees
ih his administration to a meeting in the White
House to discuss his civil rights record, and he
let it be known that he supports a federal program aimed at steering more government contracts to minority-owned businesses.
To his credit. Pendleton refused to attend the
White House meeting, on grounds that a blacksonly invitation hardly reflects a color-blind
policy. The same goes for any program that
gives minorities an advantage in bidding for
contracts.
The interesting question is whether the civil
rights activists who came down so hard on
Pendleton when he was considered to be a yesman for Mr. Reagan will back him up in his
criticism of the president. We have a hunch they
won't. It's Pendleton who has stuck by his principles, and Mr. Reagan who seems to have decided that being too color blind is not always good
politics.
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Keeping our hospital 'on line• is a big job
for this unsung, taken-for-granted-fellow
His is a face you seldom see if
you are a patient or a visitor at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
but he and the people with whom he
works represent the very heart of
the operation at the emerging
medical center
He is Haskel Smith, since Oct. 10,
1986, chief engineer and director of
maintenance at the hospital.
Haskel and his people sometimes
work around the clock, and many
times while all are asleep, to keep
the hospital running smoothly,
comfortably and "on line," as they
say in the health care business.
They keep the lights burning, the
heat on in winter and cool air flowing through the place in the Summer. They brighten the place up
and help lift spirits with freshly
painted, colorful walls, and they
keep the grass mowed, the flowers
worked and the shrubs trimmed.
They build cabinets in offices,
and provide round-the-clock service in the energy plant. They
answer hundreds of maintenance
calls a year.
Specialists in equipment repair,
electricity, environmental
systems, biomedical equipment.
refrigeration, general
maintenance, carpentry and
energy plant operation, they make
up the hospital's Maintenance
Department — a sort of unsung,
taken-for-granted group at a facility such as the hospital.
• • •
Haskel came to the hospital as
chief engineer in 1966 following
four years as an assistant engineer
in a similar job at the state tuber'1964 Copley

culosis hospital at Glasgow in his
volved in direct patient care such
native Barren County.
as monitoring and diagnostic
When he arrived, he not only
equipment.
found only five people in the
Also with the hospital about a
department, but that he was the
year, Debbie is the hub around
youngest of the five. He also was
which the department revolves
one of the youngest members of the
She keeps the records, takes the
Kentucky Society of Hospital
calls for help and makes out the
Engineers at the time.
work orders which she and Haskel
Of the 11 people in the departpass along to whomever is
ment today, only L. D. Warren has
available or especially qualified.
been with the hospital longer than
"We have no so-called specialists,
Haskel. L.D. came in March of
in any one thing," he said. "We all
1965, a little more than a year
can do just about anything and do
earlier. It's his handiwork you see
just about everything, although
reflected in the flowers and landthere are some better qualified to
scaping of the hospital grounds
handle specific problems." •
The service to the hospital of
• • •
Haskel and the eight of his people
You wouldn't believe some of the
directly involved in keeping the
equipment with which Haskel and
hospital humming totals 74 years.
his people work. For example,
L.D.'s 18 years top the list. Jim
there are two huge air-conditioning
Perry, the assistant engineer and
units, one 320-ton and one 4.20-ton,
"second in command," is next with
both of which are running in ex11, while the rest — David Am•
tremely hot weather.
burgey, David Holt, Bobby Osborn,
Occasionally, they will go out —
Jeff Waters, Larry Curd and Bill
not often, but it has happened.
Vincent — range from two to eight
Haskel recalls one occasion. He
years.
had been home only 15 minutes
In addition to Haskel's
from a vacation when his assistant,
maintenance crew, he also has
Perry, called about 9 p.m: The
responsibility for the facility's
main chilled water circulating
seven security men — Jim Armpump se-rving the air-conditioning
bruster, Hubert Cothran, Thaddus
system had gone out. It was a hot
Imes, Ewing kee, Lowry Sumner,
night, and there was no air condiJames Ward and James
tioning in the complex.
Kightlinger.
By the time he reached the
Two others, Lee Lazarus, the
hospital, Haskel found Perry and
biomedical technician, and Debbie
several men already at work, takThomas, the secretary, complete
ing the pump apart so they could
the department's personnel. With
pinpoint the problem and repair it.
the hospital about a year, Lazarus
Some three hours later, it again
specializes in the maintenance and
was humming, and once again cool
repair of all clinical equipment inair flowed through the buildings.

looking back

jerv.e•

"I don't care about the goal line, it's the bottom line I want you guys
to protect!"

agree or not
The courts' final decision in Atty.
Gen, David Armstrong's challenge
of the constitutionality of Gov.
Martha Layne Collins' budget is
going to be interesting as well as
history making.
Franklin Circuit Judge William
Graham said the trail is expected
to begin some time in September,
which will be more than 60 days
after the 1984-85 budget was
scheduled to become effective.
Meanwhile the status quo will be
maintained since Judge Graham
granted the Attorney General a
restraining order last week barring
transfer of any funds mentioned in
the budget. The two sides later
agreed no transfers would be made
and the rest of the budget would be
effective.
The case has at least two important facets. First, It is expected to
more clearly define the separation
of powers in the branches of
government. Second, can the
budget bill override through broad
language another law, or must the
other law be addressed
specifically.
The 1984 legislature didn't adopt
the budget submitted by Gov. Collins, but wrote one of its own. The
request of Gov. Collins to transfer
$47 million from the road fund to
the general fund was followed. The
47 million dollars was set aside 10
previous law to meet the debt service of the bond issue for the
recov•e. tee program
passed by Gov. Julian Carroll that
built the road between Prestonburg
and Hazard.
Another question on a change in
the budget bill relates to annual increments of five percent for state
employees. The budget bill changed it to two percent the first year
and three percent for the second.

There also are three.
200-horsepower, gas-fired boilers
to keep operating, two installed in
1964 and the third in 1978. They
generate the steam used in the
heating of water for the entire complex and for helping to heat the
buildings in winter.
In the event of an electrical
outage, there is a
1,000-horsepower, V-12 cylinder
generator and one of about half
that size which can provide the entire complex with electricity within
seven seconds if needed. Because
of the nature of the facility and the
need for quietness, the muffler of
the larger one is almost the size of
the boiler on an old-fashioned
railroad locomotive.
Several years ago. Haskel recalled shaking his head, during a
severe cold spell the sprinkler
system froze and burst in the attic
of the old hospital, razed some
years back.
Before the break had been
detected, the water cut off and the
pipes repaired, water had flowed
through the ceilings and down the
stairs all the way to the basement
of the 4-story structure.
"That was a mess,''he chuckled,
remembering virtually everyone
on duty at the time pitching in to
mop up the water and restore
things to normal.
• • •
Haskel loves his work, and it
bothers him none-what-so-ever not
being in the forefront of the
hospital's operation.

by s.c. van curon
How does state government
operate while the restraining order
is in effect. Apparently it affects
only the transfer or certain funds
and operations in some sections
can go on as stipulated in the
budget. However, the drafters of
our constitution foresaw such problems as a legislature not approving a budget and provided that
government will continue to
operate on the previous budget.
The basis of Armstrong's suit is
the Constitution provides that an
act can relate only to one subject;
hence, a budget bill may relate to
the appropriation of funds and may
not be used to amend statutory law.
Kentuckians for Better
Transportation, an independent
organization of business interests
across the state, is watching the
case with interest. They are concerned particularly about the
transfer of the $47 million to the
general fund, for they fear it will
endanger Kentucky's bonds. 1103T
President Jack Fish said, "failure
to make the transfer,' The
Transportatin News reported,
"means that the road funds will be
unable to meet essential services,
and the state highway Investment
is in jeopardy."
The Transportation News also
reported Rep. Joe Clarke. D-F3oyle,
chairman of the House Appropriations and Revenue Committee, as
saying he didn't feel a lawsuit by a
e.--,lijrom the
transfer. "They know from the
'outset that they cannot depend on
payment from one legislature to
the next, so they don't haves cause
for action."
Kentucky bonds have a very
good rating in the market, and
have been in demand by certain investors because they are tax free

which makes the net return to certain investors more attractive than
any other type.
It seems a bit strange that a Kentucky lawmaker could make such a
statement which on its face certainly isn't likely to enhance the attractiveness of Kentucky bonds to
investors
The News also quotes Sen. Mike
Moloney, Clarke's counterpart in
the Senate, as saying: "I'm surprised there hasn't been a lawsuite
over it because I think they'd win
the suit. I suspect there will be one
If it's not done again Are we saying
Kentucky's word means nothing to
bondholders
"When we pass a law here does it
mean anything, or when we go
home do they do what they damn
well please? It looks like they do
what they damn well please I hop@
somebody files a suit and makes
the Secretary of Transportation
and Secretary of Revenue do what
the law says."

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
Protestants and Roman Catholics
have debated for some centuries the
whole question of free will or, more
precisely, the question of whether or
to what extent man is able to do any
good without God's help:
Here Is a middle view of the matter,from the writings of the Catholic
.......JelPhrbrnas Mere:O.'
The seeds that are planted In
my liberty at every moment,
by God's will, are the seeds of
my own Identity, my own
reality, my own happiness, my
own sanellty.
God plants the seeds, he seems to
say, but we must help nurture the
plant.

. Ten years ago
Kentucky Governor Wendell
Ford and members of his staff are
in Murray today bringing state
governoment to the people from 1
to 5 p.m.
The annexation of approximately
1,600 acres north of Murray in the
city was officially Approved by an
unanimous vote by the Murray
Common Council.
John Hina .has been elected as
assistant principal of Murray High
School by the Murray Board of
Education. He will continue as
head football coach. Hiria succeeds
Leon Miller as assistant principal
who retired last spring.
Elected as officers of the
Murray -Calloway County
Ministerial Association were Dr.
James A. Fisher, Sr., the Rev. Paul
Wanger. the Rev. Jerrell White and
Dr. David C. Roos.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Young, June
28, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
Dwain Bell, July 8, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Steve Arant, July 8.
•
Twenty years ago
Pvt. Thomas D. Dodd, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Dodd, has completed basic training at Fort
Jackson, S.C. He is now stationed
at Fort Stewart, Ga.
Ray Harm, nationally known
naturalist and artist, spoke July 10
at the Kenlake Hotel.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Towery and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Coleman
Reeder.
Debbie Jane Watson of Murray is
one of the talented children who
are a part of the 60-member cast of
the production, "Stars In My
Crown," playing this summer at
the Kenlake State Park
Amphitheatre.
Hazel Tarry of Highland Park,
III., is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Stanford Andrus and Mr. Andrus,
and her two brothers, Mac Thomas
Tarry and Eugene Tarry and their
families.
The annual Ray Reunion was
held July 4 at the Murray City
Park.

Thirty years ago
Wayion Rayburn, Calloway
County Judge, is president of the
Board of the Calloway County
Chapter of the American Red
Cross. Mrs. Joe Pace Ja the executive secretary.
The Rev Orval Austin, minister
of the College Presbyterian
Church, showed a special film on
"Switzerland" at a meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club at the Murray
Woman's Club House. He was in,Alfred Lindsey.
troduced by
.
John H. Blinn of Henderson,
Tenn., will be the speaker at a
gospel meeting to start Sunday at
the Now Providence Church of
Christ. Josiah Darnall of Murray
will direct the song service.

Coming community events— Couple

110413.3 TO CINE
3.4C 7:411..is TWA
INDIANA JONES 4 THE
TEMPLE OP DOOM (PG)

Thursday,duly if
Meeting to discuss the
proposed Extension Tax
will be at 7 p m. in the
Robert 0. Miller Courthouse Annex.
— ———
Murray Chapter No.
92 Royal Arch Masons
and Murray Council No.
50 will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at Murray Masonic
Lodge Hall.
————
Mixed doubles tennis
will be at 6 p.m. at Murray Country Club.
————
West Kentucky Lupus
Chapter will meet at 7
p.m. in Classroom
Three, Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. For
information call
753-8384.
————
Murray-Calloway
County La Leche
League will meet at 7
p.m. at 2203 Quail Creek
Dr. For information call
753-8771
————
Single Connection will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in
Education Building,
First United Methodist
Church. For information call Dick at 436-2174
or Jill at 753-1701 or
753-6654.
————
"Sing Out, Kentucky!" will be at 8 p.m.

Thursday,July LS
at Kenlake State Resort
Park Lodge in parlor B.
————
Calloway County
Band Boosters will meet
at 7 p.m. in high school
cafeteria to meet new
band director, Dan
Wright
————
Coldwater Baptist
Church VVMU will meet
at 7 p.m. at church
————
Helping Hands is
scheduled to meet at 7
p m. at home of Beverly
DeVries. For information call, 436-2663,
436-2363 or 436-2143.
————
"Finian's Rainbow"
will be presented by
Community Theatre at 8
p.m. in Playhouse in
Murray-Calloway County Park.
————
Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Women
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Devry
Lamb.
————
Friday, July 13
Round and square
dancing will be from
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Grove Roller Rink.
————
Hazel Lodge No. 831
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30

honored on 50th anniversary

HILLMARK JEWELERS

Mr and Mrs Harold
Douglass of Murray
celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary
with a family'dinner on
Saturday, June 90, at
Make Today Count Seven Seas Restaurant
will meet at 10 a.m. at
The hosts and
Murray-Calloway Coun- hostesses for the occaty Hospital
sion were their twin
— ———
daughters and
Twilight golf will be at husbands. Dr. and Mrs.
5:30 p.m. at Oaks Coun- Louis Wells of Germantry Club.
town, Tears,, and Dr.
————
and Mrs. Michael
Twilight golf will be at Rayburn of Memphis,
5:30 p.m. at Murray Tenn.
Country Club.
Their five grandchildren are Doug
Events
-in Land Bet- Rayburn and Beverly
ween the Lakes will in- Rayburn, Memphis;
clude Leadership and and Mark Wells.
Water Safety Training Kimberly Wells and
Program at Camp Amy Wells,
Energy Group Camp.
Germantown.
————
The couple was mar''Sing Out, Ken- ried on June 30, 1934, by
tucky!" will be per- the Rev. L.V. Henson of
formed at 8 p.m. at Lake Benton. Their attenBarkley State Park dants were Melba Fain
Lodge.
Ward and L.D. Miller.
————
A reception followed
Events at Murray their 1934 wedding at the
Moose Lodge will in- home of the bride.
clude games at 8 p.m.
Mrs. Douglass, the
and entertainment by
Steve and Serita from 9 former Myrtle
Crawford, is the
p.m. to 1 p.m.
daughter of the late L.F.
————
"Finian's Rainbow" Crawford and Mattie
will be presented by Humphreys Crawford.
Mr. Douglass is the
Community Theatre at 8
p.m. in Playhouse in son of the late E.E.
Murray-Calloway Coun- Douglass and Minnie
Sexton Douglass of
ty Park.
Lynn Grove.
————
Hazel and Douglas
Out-of-town relatives
Centers will be open attending the anniverp.m.
to
2
a.m.
from 10
sary event included the
for activities by senior following:
citizens.
Mr. and Mrs.
————
Augustus (Buck)
Youth of Memorial
Phillips, Jackson,
Baptist Church will
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Joe
have a party from 7
Key, Paducah; Mrs.
p.m. to midnight.
————

BRIDAL REGISTRY

(Cont'd on page 7)
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.
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Friday, July 13
pm. at lodge hall
————
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Christian Church.

Thelma Ezell, Mrs. Dan Fain, Mr. and
Hopkinsville; Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Fain, Mr.
Mrs. Bud Humphreys, and Mrs. James Fain,
Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Gladys
Attending the event
Williams, Mr. and Mrs.
from Murray were the
R.L. Ward, Mr. and
following:
Mrs. Hilton Williams,
Mr. and Mrs. Carrol Mr. and Mrs. J.W.
Martin Rogers, Mr. and Williams,

Crawford MeNeeley,
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos
Jones, Dr. and Mrs.
Louis Ryan, Mr. and
Mrs. Qulller Knight,
Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Douglass, Mr. and Mrs.
Kent Miller, Mrs. Irma
McHood and Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Crawford.

6,000 Nome Brand Items
To Choose From.
FREE GIFT For Each Coaaie
Thiot Registers

CANNONBALL
RUN II 032
end
Bert Reynolds In
Stroke, Ace'(P0)

314 MAIN ST.
AOVINTOWN MINIERAI

Stow Registered...
Valerie King and Randy Neale, 4ug. 4, 1984
Marie Duvall and Roger Scott. Aug. 4, 1984

Friday, July 13
7:30 p.m.
MSU Lovett
Auditorium
Tickets $5.00
At The Door
Or Call
Virgil Etherton
753.6642

•a generousportionselCountry Style fish meads
withourown aidfashioned Southern style
corn sliest] breading•fries•2hush puppies •slaw

FISHDINNER

Msyrey NOT

Gov. James ThompA committee of 14 peoson of Illinois launched ple from all walks of life
a program in ElactynberJ selected the winners
of 1983 to recognise
based on philosophy of
linois Master Teachers, teaching, instructional
In his state.
effectiveness, schoolRecipients of the community activities,
honor received 21,000 professional activities
and will be paid release and development and
time from their other information.
teaching duties to help
Mrs'. Cherry, the
other school systems.
former Linda Wells of
Mrs. Doll Redick of Hopitinsville, graduated
921 North 18th St., Mur- In 1965 from Murray
ray and a teacher at State University with a
East Calloway Elemen- B.S. in Vocational Home
tary School, has receiv- Economics.
ed notification that her
She has taught Home
sister, Mrs. Linda Economics for 19 years
Cherry, was selected as in Griggsville High
one of four teachers School, Griggsville, Ill.
from a two-county area She has also taught
where there are well part-time for John Wood
over 2,500 teachers.
Community College in

753-9383

husband, James Roy,
and sons, Jim and Chris
are frequent visitors to
Calloway County as
many relatives live
herm They include the
Reddicks', Mickey
Cherry family, H.W.
Cherry, Joe Cherry
family and Paul Wells
Her greatest hobby is
to design and create
She is a member of award winning
the Business and Pro- costumes for she and
fessional Women's Club, her family. They were
DAR, and superinten- the "Smurfs" in the
dent of Junior Murray State homecomHomemaking Depart- ing parade in 1982.
ment at Western Illinois
Mrs. Cherry and her
Fair. She has served on family reside in Pittcountless community sfield, Ill., a town that
fund activities.
claims to be the "Pork
Mrs. Cherry and her Capital of the World."

Brenna Kay Russell
was a member of the
spring graduating class
of the University of Ten-

Currently she is a
research technician at
the Oak Ridge Research
Institute.
Miss Russell has been
awarded a teaching
assistantship at the
University of Tennessee
at Knoxville to pursue
graduate studies in the
field of Molecular
Spectroscopy.
She Is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward
G. Russell of Oak Ridge,
Tenn., formerly of
Murray.
The recent graduate
attended Murray Middle School and Murray
High School and
grakuated from Oak
Ridge High School in
1980.

nessee, Knoxville.
She received a
Bachelor of Science
Degree In Engineering
Physics.

She is the granddaughter of Mrs.
Norette Hill and of Mrs.
Mary M. Russell, both
of Murray.

IF THEY'RE IN NASHVILLE
THEY'RE ON "NASHVILLE NOW"
Group W Satellite Communications 1984

I
It's live. It's engaging. It's pure
entertainment. And you won't want to
miss the fun-loving talk,
humor and music from r
country's most ekciting/
celebrities on'
,Nashville
Now" weeknights
LLE
on Channel 22.
Sit
t1Sic us about
ceiving The 4NdrIle "Network
cAra
in stereo

LE

Offer Good Thru Wed., July 18

111 N. 12th

the Consumer Education and clothing areas.
Mrs. Cherry has had
bulletin board ideas
published and sells
classroom ideas to an Illinois publisher. She is
sponsor of the Future
Homemakers of
America and, National
Honor Society.

1•1 Air
Shopping Contor

MURRAY
woen.wATc.iwl

Can a tough Hew York cab drtver
be turned into an overnight
sonscrtion by a couistry gill
from Tennessee?

Todd-Etheridge wedding planned

Teacher attends Suzuki lectures
Mrs Neale B Mason,
teacher of piano, attended the first conference
of music teachers who
employ the Suzuki
Talent Education
method Of teaching
music to students of all
ages, but especially to
the very young child
Over 600 teachers
from the United States
including Hawaii and
Alaska. and Canada
recenUy gathered at the
Marriott Hotel in
Schaumburg, Ill
The group attended
lectures on the

The engagement and
approaching marriage
of Miss Amelia Kaye
(Mimi) Todd to Bobby
Etheridge. son of Orvll
Etheridge of Rt. 1, Benton, has been announced
by her mother, Mrs. Anna Todd of Murray.
Miss Todd is the
daughter of the late
Dewey Todd.
The bride-elect is a
1982 graduate of
Calloway County Fitgh
School.
Mr. Etheridge is the
son of the late Mrs. Annie Faye Hutchens
Etheridge
The groom-elect is a
1980 graduate of Marshall County High
school. He is employed
at Fisher-Price Toys,
Murray.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Friday,
Aug. 3, at 6:30 p.m. at
the Murray Woman's
Club House.
A reception will follow
the ceremony at the
club house.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception.

specialized teaching
techniques for violin by
Dr. Sinichl Suzuki, and
for piano by Madame
Kataoka, as well as by
other outstanding
teachers of stringed instruments. piano and
flute.

World War U. It was in- in June.
troduced to America
Mrs. Mason also atsome 20 years ago
tended the Suzuki InThe method as stitute at Capital
developed for piano has University, Columbus,
en applied in this Ohio. June 23-30, to purcountry for about 10 sue more advanced
years, with its effec- training in the Talent
tiveness proven many Education approach.
times over, Mrs Mason
Dr. Suzuki, now 85, said
At the Institute, she
was founder of the
has worked under Mary
"Suzuki Method," often
Katharine Mason, Craig Powell. Athens,
called "The Mother daughter of Mrs Mason
Ohio, and Elaine EdTongue Approach,' and a violin -viola wards,
Emporia, Kan..
which he developed to teacher in Philadelphia, both
eminent piano
brighten the lives of also attended the Con- teacher
s in the
Japanese children ference, and returned to America
n Suzuki
following the end of Murray for a brief visit
program.

50%

All Ladies Wear Reduced

Or Mor

50%
30-50%

All Boys Wear (Except Polo) Reduced

Kitt!
Traditional Clothing For Men, Women & Boys
Dixieland Center, Murray

Amelia Kaye(Mimi) Todd,
fiancee ofBobby Etheridge

Newborns and dismissals listed
Census at Murray- the report.
Mrs. Paula F. Marvin
Calloway County
Newborn admissions and baby girl, 312 IrHospital for Saturday, were as follows:
van; Mrs. Wanda June
July 7, was not listed on
Baby Boy Rudd, Henry, Rt. 1; Hal E.
the report.
parents, Alyce and Winchester, Rt. 1,
A newborn admission Larry, Rt. 3, Benton;
Hazel; Herman C. Witwas Baby Boy AnderBaby Boy Tynes, ty, Rt. 1:
son, parents, Cynthia parents, Vicki and
Miss Melissa L.
and Jeffrey. Rt. 6, Brooks, Rt. 2, Benton;
Flood, Rt. 6, Paris,
Murray.
Baby Boy Snider, Tenn.; Mrs. Mary E.
Dismissals were as parents, Cheryl and Warren, Rt. 4; Mrs.
follows:
Larry, Rt. 1, Henry, Myrtle Erwin, 1308 FarMrs. Sylvia Darlene Tenn.
ris Ave.; Mrs. Mayme
Cole and baby girl, 136
Dismissals were as Thompson, 305
Beiair Dr., Mayfield; follows:
Woodlawn.
Mrs. Kathy S. Stephens,
SAILING
Rt. 1, Water Valley;
Sir Francis Drake returned from sa
Mrs. Jennie Houston
around the world on Nov. 29, 1580.
and baby girl, 108 W.
WWow Dr., Mayfield;
Donnie Garland, New
urt-m
6-11"sa liciFa 1F-a art-a a-ifma
Concord; Mrs. Patricia
We are pleased
Carol Lowery and baby
to announce that
girl, Big Sandy, Tenn.;
Aleeah
Lamb,
Mrs. Cynthia A. Hatbride-elect of Max
field and baby girl, 1711
McGinnis,
had
College Farm Rd.;
, selected her china,
Mrs. Barbara York,
flatware
and
938 Lorine Lane,
crystal from comPaducah; Mrs.
plete
bridal
Angelene Rose Mcregistry. Aleeah
Cuiston and baby girl,
and Max will be
Rt. 5; Mrs. Wanda
married Aug. 12.
Frances Clemons,
Bardwell;
Jeremy K. Howard,
270 Bonne Spring Dr.,
14
Hermitage, Tenn.;
Richard Wayne Jones,
753-4641 121 ItipPen
1017 Sharpe St.;
44:4,4 4.
Romulus R. Parker, Rt.
4 sPt 4./4 PL4,11 114_411 11„,11./4
8; Mrs. Mary R
Neubauer, 1711 Johnson
Blvd.;
Mrs. Margaret J.
Vanhoose, 11833 Guyre,
Detroit, Mich.; Bert L.
Williams, 307
Woocllawn; Mrs. Verba
Ray, 701 Riley Court;
We are pleased
Richard L. Humphries,
to announce that
1613 Hamilton Ave.
Valerie
King,
Willie Fuller, Rt. 4,
bride-elect of RanHickman; Thomas A.
Neale.
dy
has made
Johnston, Rt. 1,Dexter;
her selections from
Richard F. McKinzie,
bridal
our
registry
Lakeland Wesley
decorative
for
' Village, Benton.
accessories.
————
Valerie & Randy
will be married
Census at Murray.
Aug. 4
Calloway County
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Hospital for Sunday, Ju•
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Douglas-Clayton vows solemnized at church
The candlelight wedding of Miss Dottie Lynn
Douglas and Bruce Lee
Clayton was solemnized
on Saturday June 30 at 2
p.m at the White Station Church of Christ,
Memphis, Term
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. David E. Douglas
Sr., of Memphis, Tenn
The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. James
D. Clayton, Murray. He
is the grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. Tilmon
Clayton, Mrs Mary
Brisendine of
Buchanan, Tenn., and

the late Lee Brisendine. marriage by her
The double ring parents, was escorted to
ceremony was perform- the altar by her father.
ed before an altar flankHer formal gown was
ed with a 15 branch arch of white chino/tette with
and four nine candle beaded alencon lace
tree candelabra on each The neckline featured
side. All were accented hand embroidered lace
with large green ferns. motifs with seed pearls.
The family pews were The sheer sleeves were
marked with white double tiered and
ribbons.
draped softly to the
A program of vocal elbow. From the fitted
music was presented by natural waist the three
Daniel Clayton, soloist, tiered skirt flowed to the
brother of the groom. floor
He was accompanied by
Her headpiece was a
friends of the bride.
halo of natural flowers
The bride
decorated by sprays of
The bride, given in seed pearls. Her bridal
bouquet was arranged
to match her headpiece
with natural flowers
surrounding a large
white orchid in the
center.
Her jewelry besides
her diamond ring were
pearl earrings, a gift
'Beef Short Ribs
from the groom.
(Our Own Sweet it Sour Sauce)
The matron of honor
and bridesmaids were
'Seafood Newburg
all close friends of the
bride.
They wore identical
'Prime Rib
tea length gowns of
pink, featuring
'Chicken Casserole
sweetheart necklines
Call 753-3749
with natural waistlines
and gathered skirts
And Ask "What's Cookin'?!"
trimmed in lace. Sashes
of pink taffeta were tied
in bows at the back.
They wore white accessories and carried
hand bouquets of
natural flowers.
The flower girl,
Rachel Clayton, niece of
the groom, was attired
In a floor length gown of
pink featuring a three
tiered skirt with each
tier trimmed with lace.
t
The natural waist had a
7
ill'
t
I
large pink taffeta bow
I "
1;•
tied in the back. The
'
sleeves and neckline
ruffle were of sheer
flocked organza trimmed with lace.
Murray
She wore a necklace
of tiny pearls, white
ballarina shoes and Ai
Tues.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
large pink ribbon in her
Fri.-Sot. 11 a.m.-10 p.m.
hair. The dress was
Sun. 11-3 Closed Monday
designed and fashioned

BORED?

Then Try Us This Weekend!
*Friday Night

*Saturday Night

citanz%

by her mother. She carried a white basket of
natural flowers.
The groom
The groom wore a
navy tuxedo with vest
His boutonniere was a
pink rosebud
His father served as
best man and his
brothers, David, Alex,
Paul and Daniel along
with David Douglas Jr.,
brother of the bride
were groomsmen and
ushers.
They all wore navy
tuxedoes with cummberbands and pink
rosebud boutonnieres.
The ring barrier was attired in a matching navy
tuxedo with a pink
boutonniere.
The mother of the
bride chose a multicolor gray street length
dress of polyester. She
wore black accessories
and her corsage was a
gold throated white
orchid.
Mrs. Clayton, mother
of the groom, wore a
street length dress of
silk organza. She wore
silver metallc opaque
shoes and carried a
white sequin bag on
which was attached a
white orchid.
Mrs. Brisendine,
maternal grandmother
of the groom, wore a
light blue polyester
street length dress with
sheer long sleeves. She
wore black accessories
and her corsage was
white.
Mrs. Tilmon Clayton,
paternal grandmother
of the groom, wore a
peach knit street length
dress with white accessories and a white
corsage.
Reception
Relatives and friends
attended the wedding
from Tennessee, Kentucky Texas, Arkansas,
West Virginia, Missouri,
Ohio, Indiana and
Illinois.
Members of the White
Station Church and

close friends of the
bridal couple served at
the reception to accommodate the large
number that attended
Four tables covered in
pink taffeta with white
lace were used to serve
the many guests Arrangements of silver
candelabra and pink
candles with natural
flower arrangements
were used throughout.
The bride's table was
covered with a pleated
pink taffeta cloth
overlaid with white lace
caught with pink satin
ribbons. The three
tiered wedding cake
was Italian cream
separated by columns.
The cakes on each side
were decorated with
white icing with pink
roses. Around the base
of the cakes were fresh
flower arangements
with ribbons. Atop the
cake were two large
pink wedding bells
The groom's table
was overlaid with a
silver grey cloth with
brass and greenery. A
chocolate cake
decorated with
chocolate and cream icing was served.
The bridal couple was
escorted from the reception in a gold Rolls
Royce. After a honeymoon trip they will
reside in Abilene,
Texas
The groom is the third
son of Mr. and Mrs.
Clayton.
A a graduate of Murray High School, he
received his B.A. degree
in Speech from David
Lipscomb College,
Nashville, Tenn., and
his M.A. degree in
theology from Harding
University, Searcy,
Ark., with special

Elizabeth Steward

BLANK TAPE
SALE
TDK & MEMOREX
ONLY

Good Thru 7-31-84
Limit 1 Per Customer

Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Lee Clayton
studies in biblical
research from the
University of Chicago.
He is campus minister
at the Hill Crest Church
of Christ in Abilene,
Texas.
Rehearsal dinner
Parents of the groom
and parents of the bride

co-hosted the rehearsal
dinner at the White Station Church reception
hall. Friends of the couple and members of the
White Station Church
prepared and served the
dinner.
The tables were set
for 40 guests and
decorated in pink and

A native of Calloway
County, Mrs. Steward is
a Tupperware manager
and will be displaying
several items. Each
lady present will
receive a gift; however,
none of the items will be
for sale at the meeting.
Mrs. Steward and her
husband, Dale, a local
carpenter, are the
parents of three sons.
Guest speaker for the
day will be Mrs. Sylvia

Honest
Injun...
You'll find heap
big values at
FACTORY
DISCOUNT SHOES

ONLY

$50 Off Any
VHS Recorder

ty
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The Murray Christian
Women's Club will have
a "Let's Have a Picnic"
luncheon on Tuesday,'
July 17, from noon to 2
p.m. at the Seven Seas
Restaurant in Murray.
The cost will be $4.50.
Mrs. Elizabeth
Steward of Coldwater
will give picnicking tips,
Including a demonstation of ways to store and
carry food for a summer
outing.

THIS MONTH ONLY
LIFETIME
MEMBERSHIP

$795

b,
pr
at

New Shipment

Leather Nikes
Men's $3495
Ladies

Women's $2495
.

$995

Shoes

Only
Man's

Off Any Movie
For Members Only

With This COupOn
Good Thru 7-31-84

Woyenberg, Freeman, Wrangler

,Leather Casual Shoes8118 & '20
Men's Texas

Western Boots $3695
Renew Your 1 Year Membership And
Become A Lifetime Member

Dixieland
Center

white with fresh flowers
and roses.
The bridal couple
chose this time to present gifts to their wedding party.
Pre-wedding events
Included numerous
traditional teas,
showers, dinners, etc.

Christian luncheon Tuesday

MOVIE WORLD'S 1 YEAR

ANNIVERSAny
195
1?3,

13

Men's 6" II 11" Anwarlcan-Made

Leather Lace-Ups '23" & '26"

FACTORY
DISCOUNT
SHOES
16th and Main
753-9419

Hanna from Lexington.
A popular speaker, Mrs.
'Henna is also a' busy
wife end mother of five
children.
One of her daughters,
Holly, will be the guest
soloist for the luncheon.
"This mother-daughter
team is In high demand,
and we feel very fortunate that they could
come to Murray," said
Lois Green, club
chairman.
A nursery for
preschoolers will be
available at a cost of $1
per family at Memorial
Baptist Church, 10th
and Main Streets.
Reservations and
cancellations for the
luncheon and nursery
should be made by noon
on Monday, July 16, by
calling Freda Lovett at
753-3999 or Edna Butler
at 753-5349.
"Christian Women's
Clubs are an international organization with
more than 2,200 local
clubs meeting monthly
all around the world.
There are no 'membership' or 'dues' and all interested ladles are invited to attend," said
Mrs. Green.

Prince is
on duty in
Germany
LECMGO, West Germany (AP) — Britain's
Prince Charles is taking
his duties as colonel-inchief of two regiments
seriously this week,
with a three-day visit to
inspect British Army of
the Rhine units.
During private visits,
the Prince of Wales is
inspecting the let Bat
teflon The Royal Regiment of Wales in Lemgo
and the 1st Battalion
The Gordon
Highlanders in Dellinghofen Hemer near
Bielefeld.
-The prince, who arrived Wednesday. alscrwas
scheduled to sign the
golden books of visitors
in Lemgo. Hemer and
Iserlohn.
Charles is the colonelin-chief of the two
British regiments stationed in the area
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DATEBOOK

Pfc. Bruce D Marvin, son ol Bill F and Billie
Marvin, 1658 College Terrace, Murray, has completed one station unit training (OSU,T) at the
U.S. Army Infantry School, Fort Henning, Ga
OSUT is a 12-week period which combines basic
combat training and advanced individual train
trig which Includes weapons qualifications,
squad tactics, patrolling. landmine warfare

field cmmunications and combat operations
Completion of this course qualifies the soldier as
a light-a eapons infantryman and as an indirect
fire crewman Soldiers. were taught to perform
any of the duties in a rifle or mortar squad

Calendar...
(Cont'd from page 4)
Friday,July 13
"It's A Miracle- will
be musical to be
presented at 7:30 p.m.
at Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University. This is sponsored by
Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-Day Saints
and the coat will be $5
per person.
---Saturday,July 14
Men's Medal Play
Golf Tournament will
start at Murray Country
Club with men to form
own groups and tee-off
times.
---Writers Potpourri will
be from 9:30 a.m, to
noon at Calloway Public
Library.
---Youth of First Baptist
Church will leave for
Opryland U.S.A.,
Nashville, Tenn., at 7:30
a.m.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Water Safety Program at Camp Energy;
Cosmetics by Mother
Nature at 1 p.m. and
Composting at 2 p.m. at
Empire Farm;
Wildflowers of the Open
Lands at 2 p.m. and
Night Visual at 8:30
p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center; An
Evening at The
Hoineplace-1850 at 8:30
p.m.
---The Single Connection
for adults and older
children will meet at 10
a.m. at First United
Methodist Church parking lot to leave for A
Day on A Pontoon Boat.
---"Sing Out, Kentucky!'' will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Lake Barkley State
Park Lodge.
-- - Dance featuring Dirt
Road Special will be
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at
Murray Moose Lodge.
---Calloway County
Chapter of Full Gospel
Business Men's
Fellowship International will meet at 6:30
p.m. at Hong Kong
Restaurant in Holiday
Inn.
--- "Finian's Rainbow"
will be • presented by
Community Theatre at 8
p.m. in Playhouse in the
Murray-Calloway County Park.
-- - Murray Squar-NNaders will dance at 8
p.m. at Woodmen of
World Hall.
---The Singles' Class of
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will
leave at 5:30 p.m. for
dinner and program at
Lake Barkley State
Park Lodge.
-- -Sunday, July 15
The Single Connection
will meet after chureh
for lunch at Hong Kong
KOstatipinf In H01,14By
Inn.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Water Safety Program at Camp Energy;
Snake Tales - Fact and
Fiction at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center.

responded to the report
by The Sun newspaper,
the British Press
Association reported.
Prince Philip, Anne's
father, told a "Face the
Press" luncheon
Wednesday at London's
Hyde Park Hotel that
the media "cannot get
their facts right."
Buckingham Palace
refused comment.
Princess Anne is
Queen Elizabeth U's only daughter. She and
Phillips have two
children. There have
been news stories that
their marriage is on the
rocks since September
1981.
The latest story in The
Sun said the gulf between them "has now
widened to the point
where they virtually
lead separate
lives... Anne and Mark
seek solace in the company of separate groups
of friends."

Pontoon event planned
The Single Connection will have "A Day on a
Pontoon Boat" on Saturday. July 14. The cost
will be $5 per person plus money for gas. Each
one should bring own food and drinks for the day
The group for adults and older children only will
meet at 10 a.m. at the parking lot of First United
Methodist Church to form carpools The boat is
due back at the dock at dark. For directions to
the Missing Hills Boat Dock, call Jill. 753-1701 or
753-6654, or pick them up at the discussion
meeting tonight (Thursday) at the Methodist
Church, Reservations are necessary for the
Saturday event. Another activity for the group
will be lunch Sunday with all the family at Hong
Kong Restaurant in Holiday Inn.

Singing on Saturday
A gospel singing will be Saturday, July 14, at 7
p.m.at the Mayfield Church of God,808 Farthing
St. Mayfield. Featured will be the Sounds of
Faith, according to Sarah McClure, director of
singings at the church

Craft programs planned
LONDON (AP) Princess Anne's husband and father are denying a newspaper
report that her 11-yearold marriage is a
"loveless union."
Capt. Mark Phillips,
who is married to the
princess, was "obviously annoyed" when he

handicap card or have a handicap determined
by
the club pro This will be a preflighted
tournament and qualifies participants for match
play
tournament later this year, according to Burton
Young, golf chairman

Programs have been planned at the Craft Shop
in the Curris Center, Murray State University. A
one-night class on matting at a cost of $3 will be
Monday, July 16, from 5 to 7 p.m. Free
demonstrations on bookbinding will be given
from 1 to 7 p.m. on Tuesday. July 17. A one-night
framing class at a cost of 48 is scheduled Monday, July 23, from 5 to 7 p.m. For information
call 762-8119.

Golf play scheduled
Men's Medal Play Golf Tournament will
be
played Saturday and Sunday at the
Murray
Country Club. Members will form own
groups
and tee-off times. Players must have
current

'It's A Miracle" will be the musical presented
on Friday. July 13, at 7:30 p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State University. The
presentation by Miracle Productions, Provo.
Utah. will be sponsored by the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints of Murray with all
proceeds beyond expenses donated to the
General Missionary Fund of the church.
Dr. Jerome Hainsworth of the local church
said "this was wholesome family entertainment
especially for young people with enthusiasm and
brings a wholesome message." The musical is
the story of Elder Michael Drake and his many
problems and trials during his years of missionary service. Tickets will be $5 per person and
the public is invited and urged to attend.
Hainsworth said.

Women will meet tonight

The Youth of the Memorial Baptist Church will
have a party on Friday, July 13, from Tp.m. to
midnight. The group will view a film on the parking lot to be followed by fellowship, bowling and
pizza. The cost will be $6 plus bowling money and
each member may invite a guest.

The Murray Calloway County Jaycee Women,
formerly the Jayceettes, will meet tonight
(Thursday) at 7 p.m. at the home of Mrs. Devry
Lamb. All interested women are invited to
attend'.

birthday
SIMPSONVILLE,
S.C. (AP) - For centuries, people have
sought the secret of
longevity. Perhaps
Dora Nelson has it.
Her favorite gift on
her 107th birthday
celebration? A bottle of
bourbon.
"I may not be special,
but I try to be good,"
said Mrs. Nelson, ad-

Youth schedule party

ding she takes a toddy of
Born in the Tennessee
bourbon before bed each mountains, Mrs. Nelson
night.
moved to Clinton with
"If you live like the her husband to work in
Lord wants you to, the cotton mills more
you'll stay here a long than 70 years ago. She
time," said Mrs
has five children, 30
Nelson, who lives at a grandchildren and more
Simpsonville nursing great-grandchildren
home, and celebrated that she can remember
her birthday July 9.
offhand.

Patient dismissed
Recently dismissed from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah, was Franklin Shroat of Murray

A Brand New

SHIPMENT
Below Last Year's Prices!
Toy Kingdom
Save
Up To

COMING IN JULY
•Baby Shower
Registry
•Stroarins

•Layaways
•Bedding
Coordinates

$93000
Ws want to put
you Into o pool!

Diabetes Classes, sponsored by Kentucky
Diabetes Control Program and Calloway County
Health Department will start Monday, July 18.
Classes will be from 8:3,0 to 8:30 p.m. with
classes to be instructed by the Health Department Diabetes Nurses and Nutritionist, according to Brenda Lamb-Lessmann, R.N., Diabetes
Nurse Specialist at the local health department.
Classes at the Health Department, 701 Olive
St., will be on the following schedule:
r Monday. July 16 - Pathophysiology Acute and Chronic Complications;
r Tuesday, July 17 - Insulin - Oral Agents
Skin, Mouth and Foot Care;
r Monday, July 23 - Food and diets - Meal
Planning and Exercise;
Tuesday, July 24 - Blood and Urine
Testing.

Furniture Outlet

POOL SALE
Immediate Installation
WAS
869.00

CATALINA 18'
MOPITEBEY

A Complete Line Of
Nursery Furniture—Bedding—Accessories

NOW
689.00

5'
SO%-°--17099700--869-0. e
1
0-90-°-172-79;00
988;00
24
5o'
0_1499.00_1,144.00
27'
sot9--17999;90-1741149700
15'x 25'
so.9-17899700-1-,499:00
15x30'
2,299.00 1.747.00
18'x33
2,599.00 1,944.00

MARQUIS 18'
24'
27'
15'x30'
18x33'

1,369.00
1,699.00
2,069.00
2,479.00
2,699.00

VERSAILLES
15x30'

2,859.00 2,279.00

EMERALD BAY 24'
15x30'

2,599.00 1,899.00
3,099.00 2,279.00

Westwood Pools (15 Yr. Warranty)
15'
1,269.00
18'
1,399.00
27'
2,088.00

1,077.00
1,279.00
1,599.00
1,887.00
2,099.00

979.00
1,127.00
1,669.00

Special Shipmont

LAZY-DAZE
12'x36"Pool W/FlIter and Ladder
Rag. $209.95

Now $

ALL POOLS 10 YEAR PRORATED WAR
RANTY FINANCING INSTALLATION
AVAILABLE. ALL PRICES INCLUDE
POOL, FILTER, LADDER, SKIMMER,
MAINTENANCE KIT AND FILTER SAND

18995

r

You Get A Certified Chemist With
Every Transaction

We're Fighting Inflation, Too

Last Year's Prices
On Chlorine and Conditioner
Largest Toy Store In W. ern Kentucky
Free
Birthday
GIN
Wrapping

-1Central Shopping Center
,;71 1.—C• Murray, Kentucky
'9:30-9 Mon.-Sat., 1-5 Sun.

MOORHE AD, Minn
(AP) — Two children
who slipped a note to a
store clerk saying they
would be beaten if they

didn't steel something
had been forced by their
mother to shoplift merchandise worth
thousands of dollars

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frames Drake
FOR FRIDAY,JULY 13, 1964
What kind of day will tomorrow be? SCORPIO
CIS
To Rad out what the stars say, read (Oct. 23 toNov. 2L
You don't trust readily and now you
the forecast given for your birth sign.
may be more suspicious than usual.
Don't undermine your own emotional
ARIES
goals this evening.
Mar.21 to Apr. 191
You need peace and quiet to deal SAGITTARIUS
with business. Family concerns com- (Nov.22 to Dec. 21i
A comparative stranger asks for
pete for your attention. You'll enfinancial help in the name of friendcounter some envy.
ship. Don't let yourself be pressured
TAURUS
in this manner.
{ Apr. 20 to May 20i
You may be reluctant to give up a CAPRICORN
course of action that hasn't gone (Dec. 22to Jan. 19)
Emotional undercurrents affect
anywhere. Are you being persistent or
business dealings. A psoposal made
are you stubborn?
now may have strings attached.
GEMINI
Safeguard your interests.
( May 21 to June 20i
The pursuit of pleasure may lead to AQUARIUS
overspending. It's not a good time for (Jan.20toFeb.18)
Somebody would like to see you in
shopping. You're usually flexible, but
an incriminating situation. Don't fall
today you're not.
for the blandishments of flatterers toCANCER
day.
June 21 to July 72)
Relations with others may not go PISCES
seree
now
smoothly, especially around home (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
slow
to
are
others
romance
consideration
In
tact,
need
base. You'll
reveal their emotions. It could be a
and cooperation.
game of cat and mouse. Be true to
LEO
your own standards.
I July 23to Aug. 221
YOU BORN TODAY are imWheeling and dealing is the name of
the game in business. You'll en- aginative yet practical. You're often
counter some power plays now. drawn to the business side of art and
Romance may have to take a back you work well in partnership.
Naturally diplomatic, you will sucseat
ceed in government service and
VIRGO
religious vocations. You'd make a
I. Aug.23 to Sept. 22
Others are sensitive and easily hurt. good leader of a cause. You're at your
Still, you mustn't let yourself be im- best when you have a home of your
posed upon. Be firm without being own and loving mate. At times,
though, you can be domineering.
unkind.
Stress the spirit of cooperation in your
LIBRA
et dealings with others and you'll reach
I Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Emotions are aroused in career the heights. Birth date of: Charles
dealings. Partners may be at odds Scribner Jr., publisher; Kenneth
over fundamental issues. Be your Clark, art historian; and Cheech,
comedian.
cooperative self today.

in temporary foster
homes today after telling authorities about the
shoplifting scheme they
said was masterminded
by their mother, officiate said.
The mother, a
36 -year -old rural
Moorhead resident, remained at large, said
Clay County Attorney
Larry Mickelberg, who
refused to identify the
woman or her children.
Mickelberg said his office planned to charge
her today with possession of stolen property.
The children told officials their mother sent
them into department
stores in Moorhead and
n,earby Fargo, N.D.,
over a period of months
with Instructions to
steal merchandise,
Mickelberg said. She
threatened to beat them
if they returned emptyhanded, he said
"Most abusive
parents beat their kids if
they steal," said
Mickelberg. "It's uncommon that she would
beat them for not stealing. It's amazing."
Clay County Sheriff's
Deputy Larry Costello
said the children helped
Fargo police and Clay
County detectives
recover about $3,000
worth of stolen property
Tuesday from their
home north of
Moorhead
Stereos, appliances,
lawn and garden tools,
books, wall hangings
and balls of yarn were
among the items confiscated in the search,
Costello said.
'
Officials would not
disclose how the
children managed to
shoplift often bulky
items without being
caught. "One of the kids
said he was good, and it

would appear he is,"
Costello said.
Many stolen items
were returned to the
stores for cash, so the
cache found at the home
does not include all the
merchandise stolen by
the children, Costello
said.
The plan came to
authorities attention
Friday when one of the
children handed a note

to • Fargo store clerk
The note said they were
in the store to shoplift
and that their mother,
who was outside, might
beat them 11 they came
back without any merchandise, Mickelberg
said.
The clerk arranged a
safe place for the
children to stay and
called police, who plac-

Win $J,000,000
From
by h.i.s6
Enter

village of Vilcashuaman, 75 miles southeast of
Ayacucho.
The region has been the center of activity by
the Maoist-oriented movement Shining Path,
which has been fighting the government for four
years.
Police said the main door of the Kallanka
Palace was badly damaged in the attack Sunday
and two yards of wall were destroyed.It was the
first report of a guerrilla attack on a Peruvian
archaeological site.

Buy One Of Mar-Kel's Ceramic
Table Lamps At Our Low
Wholesale Price And Get The
Second One(Of Equal Value or Less)

Basic
5-Pocket
or
ootstomper

19.99

at

Reg. 32.00

25% Off

SWANSEA, Wales (AP) — A British
millionaire and a Dane wanted by Swiss police
have received long prison terms for trying to
smuggle three tons of marijuana from a yacht
onto two desolate Welsh beaches
Robin Boswell, a British real estate developer,
and Soeren Berg-Arnbak of Denmark, were convicted of trying in June 1983 to smuggle in marijuana estimated to be worth nearly $S million.
Boswell, 37, was sentenced Wednesday to 10
years in prison and ordered to pay $195,000 in
fines and legal costs. Berg-Arnbak, 35, a fugitive
accused in Switzerland of drug trafficking, got
eight years and was recommended for
deportation.
Before the drug could be landed from
Boswell's yacht on the beaches in Wales,
fishermen and farmers told police there were
suspicious strangers on the cliffs, authorities
said.
"I cannot congratulate them all personally,
but I would like them to know I feel admiration
for them," said Judge James Leonard at
Swansea Crown Court.

MAR-KEL LIGHTING'S OUTLET STORE
Lakeway Village Shopping Center
Phone 642-8142
Open 10 A.M. til 5 P.M. Mon. thrn Sat.

•
Big Mid-Summer Sale
Through August 4th
. . . . i,
SEW'
Ladies 8. Mons

IUUS
200/0

Designer Jeans

Off Marked Price

1 Rack of Ladies

$395

Blouses

2/$7 or 3/$10111
Ladies Skirts

1 Rack of Different Style Blouses

2/$11 or 3/$15
s5oo
Dresses

6595

I.

All

1 Table of Swimwear

:395

While they Lost

*Wt.',2/$9 or 3/$12
Ladies Slacks

54'L2/'9 3/$13
Pony's &
Kangaroos

All Other Joggers and Ladies Shoes ,.1 Rack of Ladies
211, 70 Off At Registot

re-tins

200/0 Off
-

:300

Mons Pullover Shirts
59i.ch
Central Shopping Canter
0
6
f
13
Murray, Kanhocky
9:30-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-5 Sun.

The children will not
face prosecution, he
said

AYACUCHO, Peru AP) — Police say leftist
guerrillas dynamited a 15th century Inca palace
that was being restored by the government in the
Andes of southern Peru.
The stone palace of 'Pupae Yupanqui, the
warrior-king who ruled from 1471-93, is near the

JULY 13TH - 14TH

All you have to do is reach for an official entry form and send
ii with proof of purchase from Chic jeans. Come into Behrs for
details and your entry form.

The children's stories
"appear to be credible,'
Mickelberg said. "If
they didn't, we wouldn't
be proceeding with this
case,"

tive member. The Friends also fund the
children's language programs held each sure
mer, the Summer Reading Contest for children,
the "Coming of Age" program for all 7-year-olds
who are eligible for their first library card, the
"Nature in Your Backyard" classes held for
children ages 5 and 6, and help purchase other
needed equipment and materials the library
budget cannot cover.

WEEKEND SPECIAL

The Chic Sweepstakes and You
Can Win A Million!

Later that day, she
was arrested and sent to
Bismarck, N.D., where
she was wanted on an
unrelated charge,
Mickelberg said. But
she was released on ball
Tuesday, Just moments
before Clay County

authorities notified
Burieigh County
authorities about the
shoplifting, he said.

FOR COMFY READING — Friends of the
Calloway County Public Library recently purchased hand-crafted willow garden furniture for
the Library Reading Gardens. These children
seem to appreciate the new pieces: (from left)
Chip Green, Becky Green, John Michael Hodge,
Amanda Baucum, Marty Hodge and David
Green. Standing are Betty Thompson, chairman
of the Friends, and Col. John Thompson, an se-

MARKEL Factory-Outlet Store'

*Lay aivay now
for Back-to-School!

ed them under foster
care. Mickelberg said
In the meantime, the
mother fled, he said.

2/$1 1 3/$15

All Woo final No Exchanges
And Many Untedvortlooil Specials

MURRAY WHOLESALE
OUTLET
733-9044

Olympic Plaza

SALT LAKE CITY (API — Although they are far
away from choosing the next artificial heart
recipient, officials at the University of Utah
Medical Center have confirmed that "six or
seven" applicants are being studied closely.
The center has received more than 20 inquiries
about receiving the plastic device first implanted in retired dentist Barney Clark 19 months ago. Clark survived until March 23, 1983.
The. Food and Drug Administration last month
approved a request by Dr. William DeVries to
perform a second experimental implant on a patients healthier than Clark at the time of his
surgery.
DeVries is the only surgeon authorized by the
FDA to perform artificial heart implant surgery
In humans
SEATTLE I AP) — A U.S. Customs agent and a
former agent have pleaded guilty to robbing two
money couriers in British Columbia and illegally
bringing the money into the United States.
Agent Darryl W. Archer, 42, and former agent
Gayle Du Wayne Kindred, 48, face 30 to 40 years
In prison for.their guilty pleas Tuesday to the
theft of $700,000 in Canadian currency.
A judge said he would wait for a probation
report before accepting a plea bargain that
prevents the defendants from being extradited to
face charges in Canada. Sentencing was set for
Sept. 7.
The kidnap and robbery of two couriers took
place May 22
————
ST. PAUL, Minn.(AP) — Correction officials
say a 17-year-old boy was "penalized to the very
ma
m In terms a-human relationships" by
bein
ept insisolation for a year becase of conInc g laws.
Brian Wingate eventually pitaa01 guilty to
wounding his mother with a shotgun, but he was
separated from all other prisoners from May $,
1983, until May 16, 1984, as his case lay dormant
John McLagan, a state corrections
spokesman, said in a St. Paul Dispatch &
Pioneer Press story Wednesday that Wingate
was caught between a law requiring separation
of juveniles certified as adults from other
juveniles, and one ordering jailers to keep adults
from those Under 18.
lit
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John Pocock's rites planned Balentine's
Services for John fi
The Rev R.J. Burpoe funeral rites
Pocock will be Saturday
will officiate.
at 1:30 p.m. in the
Burial will follow in here today
chapel of Blalock -

the Temple Hill
Cemetery
Friends may call at
the funeral home after
11:30 a.m. Friday
Mr. Pocock, 67, Rt, 8,
Murray, died Wednesday at 10:50 a.m, at the
Murray-Calloay County
The funeral for Mrs.
Effie Alice Puckett will Hospital.
He had retired as purbe Friday at 2 p.m. in
chasing agent for the
the chapel of the GoodMurray
Division of the
win Funeral Home,
Cadiz. The Rev. Bill Tappan Company after
working
for the comMeador wW officiate.
Burial will follow in pany for 43 years.
A Navy veteran of
the Pleasant Hill
Cemetery in the Land World War E, he was a
member of the Grace
Between the Lakes.
Baptist Church, Murray
Friends may call at
Lodge No. 105 Free and
the funeral home.
Accepted Masons and
Mrs. Puckett, 87, Rt.
1, Cadiz, died Wednes- the Rizpah Shrine
day at 7:15 a.m. at the Temple,
Born Aug. 8, 1916, in
Trigg County Hospital,
Mansfield, Ohio, he was
Cadiz.
Her husband, Albert the son of Grace Glrnble
Pocock Snider and the
Puckett, died in 1963.
One eon, Cecil Puckett, late John Sherman
died in 1920. She was a Pocock.
He is survived by his
member of the Bible
Baptist Church near wife, Mrs. Sue Mahan
Pocock, to whom he was
Cadiz.
Born Sept. 30, 1896, in married on Dec. 6, 1958;
Trigg County, she was one daughter, Mrs. Joe
(Lynda) Chaney, Jr.,
the daughter of the late
Henry Flora and and two grandchildren,
Joe Chaney III and
Elizabeth Adair Flora.
She is survived by two Chanon Chaney, Tucdaughters, Mrs. Pauline son, Ariz.; one son,
Carragon, Rt. 1, Cadiz, Johnny Pocock, Atlanand Mrs. Mildred ta, Ga.
His mother, Mrs.
Calhoun, Rt. 2, Cadiz;
one stepson, Guthrie Grace Snider, also surPuckett, Harlingen, vives along with two
Texas; one sister, Mrs. sisters, Mrs. John
Jack (Gertha) Vinson, (Kathryn) Sheldon and
Rt. 5, Benton; several Mrs. Otis (Marjorie)
grandchildren and Seymour, and one
brother, Charles
great-grandchildren.
Pocock, all of
Mansfield, Ohio.

Mrs. Puckett's
funeral rites
will be Friday

Lois Cole's
funeral will
be on Friday
Final rites for Lois
Cole will be Friday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of
Max Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. James
Lawson will officiate.
Mrs. Oneida White will
be organist and soloist.
Burial will follow in
the Story's Chapel
Cemetery.
Mr. Cole, 84, Fulton,
died there Tuesday.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Eva Bruce
Cole; two daughters,
Mrs. Tommy Rickman
and Mrs. Earl Dublin;
one son, Codie Cole; two
sisters, Mrs. Verbs Ray
and Mrs. Flora Mae
Holley; six grandchildren; four greatgrandchildren.

There are more than ten
thousand golf courses in the
United States

11104

The funeral for the
Rev. William I. Salentine is today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of the
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home.
The Rev. C.C.
Chambers and the Rev
Lloyd Underhill are officiating. Doug Holt is
soloist with Treva
Kelleher as pianist.
Active pallbearers
are Kenneth Jones,
Spencer Salentine, Randy Baker, Victor Litchfield, Jeff Culver,
Tim McCoy and Jeff
Litchfield.
Honorary pallbearers
are Mark Salentine,
Donnie Salentine, Jason
McCoy, Keith Jones,
Marty Williams and
Dennis Chambers.
Burial will follow in
the Murray City
Cemetery.
Rev. Salentine, 43, Rt.
3, Murray, died Tuesday
at 12:40 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Nancy Stalls
Salentine, four sisters
and five brothers.

Hog market
Federal-Slate Market News Service
Thursday July 12_ 1864
Kentucky Purcham Area 140g Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Retelpts Act 350 En 300 Barrows
Gilts 1.50 lower Sows steady to
weak
US 1 2 riszxo His
563
let14 30
W
US 2 200-210 lb.
$52 50.5350
US 2 210-250 lb.
553 05-63 50
US 2.3 250-270 lb.
552 (0-33 00
Sows
US 1.2270.350 lb.
540 0042 00
US 1-5 300.450 lb.
540 65-43 Csi
US 1-3 450.300 lb.
541 00-43 00
US 1.3500-300 lb.
842 0044 50
US 2-3 508.500 lb.
$4080.41 00
Boars 83610-37
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AMSEr'S DISCOUNT SHOES
'

20% Off

Ti's Bar-B-12 & Burgers

$595 & $695
RAMSEY'S DISCOUNT SHOES
753-3120
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OUR PRICE 890
PER QUART
REBATE 304*
YOUR FINAL
COST
R14....59eti,
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SUMMER
SAVINGS

t

PRICES START $27995
AT JUST

In stock now! Beat the heat!
Beat the rush!

NOW 3
,
‘
tiSl
o0

* $1.50 REBATE FROM MFG,WHEN
5 QUARTS ARE PURCHASED

Chestnut Street
Murray. Ky.
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Phone
753-2571
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Whirlpool extras
that save dollars
and make sense

Whirlpool
Room Air Conditioner
All-Weather Cabinet

24.400/23.900 BTU/HR.•3-SPEED FAN - for maximum cooling and maintained comfort•COMFORT
GUARD' CONTROL.- Helps maintain comfort level
you select•230/208 V.•SLIDE-OUT CHASSIS - For
safe, secure installation.

Rugged cabinet is galvanized steel
with baked-on polymer finish for
rust resistance.

Larger Space Cooling Comfort!

L)S1

NOIN Jeep •
•&Cry

Mirlpool
Room Air Conditioner
Model ACI804X1'41

The meeting will begin at 2:00
p.m. Daylight Saving Time.

11'1t ut !

!We

Model AC2504XM

The regular Annual Meeting of
Members of West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative Corporation
will be held this year on Saturday,
July 14, 1984, in Graves County at
the Farmington Elementary School,
Farmington, Kentucky.

FULL
5-YEAR
WARRANTY*"

111!

Limit

Murray Home

•C•
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TVA deciding nuclear reactors' fate

fllhe

ENGINE PROTECTION
YOU CAN TRUST!

l'Alit

CHARLESTON, agreement. But no for- and lab materials con
, 1,000 cubic feet per
refuse radioactive
W.Va. (AP) — State mal offer has been
taminated with small year, while Pennwaste from other states.
Health Director L. received, Hansbarge
r amounts of radioactive sylvania produces
Under federal law, a
Clark Hansbarger say. said.
materials. It is 770,000 cubic feet per
he's optimistic an
state with disposal sites
"We're not committed generated primarily by
year, more than any will be required to acagreement can be to anything anywhere,
" hospitals and educe- other northeastern
cept low-level radioacreached with Penn- Hansbarger said,
tonal insututtorur
state
tive waste from any
sylvania officials for the -we're waiting for the
other state after Jan 1.
disposal. of low-level best offer."
West Virginia is one of
But a two -state 1986, unless It
nuclear trash outside
has
Low-level radioactive the smallest producers
cooperative agreement entered a
West Virginia.
cooperative
waste typically includes of low-level radioactive
could benefit both states agreement with
But Hansbarger said rags, papers, clothing waste,
one or
generating about by allowing them to
more states
he and other mbribers
of a state radielkctIve
task force were •'embarrassed" when Pennsylvania officials anKNOXVILLE, Tenn. canceled, and the
nounced they had reachre- power would be. TVA mothballed
reactors,
ed an agreement with (AP) — Tennessee maining tour — two at planned a 17-reactor deferred in
March um,
Valley Authority direc- each plant
West Virginia.
— were nuclear power system. are less than
half comtor. will decide on Mon- deferre
d with a But the need for elec- pleted.
Such an agreement
TVA has spent
day whether to scrap possibility
needs to be reviewed by
that con- tricity in the valley $1.5 billion on the
plant.
four more nuclear struction would
the task force and state
begin didn't rise as much as Carmichael said.
power reactors that again if the demand
officials and ratified by
for predicted.
have cost the utility $2.6 electricity in
TVA's
the Legislature, he said.
One reactor at Yellow
The utility scrapped
billion so far.
seven-state service area
But Hansbarger inIts Phipps Bend plant, Creek, near Corinth,
TVA
staff
members
picked
up.
dicated that Pennnortheast of Miss.. was barely
are to make recommenThe board also is to
sylvania's offer "sounds
Rogersville, Tenn., in started when it WAS
dations to the directors discuss
Monday 1982
better" than earlier proafter spending deferred in May 1979
that could mean the end whether the
posals from Kentucky
utility will about
The other, about one$1 billion.
of the HartsvUle plant raise its
electricity
because of a provision
third done, was deferred
and the Yellow Creek rates next year.
Hartsville
would have in March 1982, CarTVA
allowing West Virginia
plant, near Corinth, hasn't had a major
been
the nation's largest michael said.
rate
to avoid construction of
Miss., TVA spokesman increase since a 9
per- nuclear power plant
disposal sites.
Alan Carmichael said cent hike in 1981.
with
four reactors. The
In the absence of a
Yellow Creek so far
Wednesday.
Based on estimates in plant currently employs has coat TVA $1.1
compact, Hansbarger
Two'reactors at Hart- the early 1970s of
said, West Virginia
what 159 workers.
billion, and 116 workers
sville were previously the future demand
Hartsville 's two remain there, he said.
would have to build its
for
own disposal sites — a
.•.
large expense in view of
SPECIAL
the small amount of
Hot Hickory Smoked Ham Sandwich,
radioactive waste
Tater Tots S. Reg. Drink
produced.
Ladies Shoes
The state Low-Level
Radioactive Waste Ad$ 1 99
visory Group, meeting
Tuesday, agreed to
Good July 13-19
allow it. negotiating
New Shipment Ladies
team to discuss the matter with Pennsylvania.
& Childrens Jellies
Similar discussions also
will be held with KenSays...
tucky officials.
"Ain't Nothing Fancy,
Pennsylvania officials
Just Good Food
have indicated the state
.4411.
_ At Fair Prices."
would accept West
Virginia's low-level
Across From Dixieland Center
waste as part of an
Chestnut St.
Murray
753-0045

&le
aVitae
HARDWARE STORES
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Low-level nuclear trash problem for states

OBITUARIES

Coleman Funeral home.
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Super-Quiet Operation
Decorator-style front panel acts
as sound bat& to help hush operational Sounds. In addition, acoustically designed silencing chamber,
built in the big chassis, also helps
absorb sounds.

••5 year warrant., r••,4 natant/4.x and weird
..4-rwerei
sval•rrl ".•• VOW deeter kmm kmil dried.

58.00017.700 BTLVIIR •230110S VOLT - quick. plug
a operation•2-SPEED FAN -8w maximum cooling and
maintained comfort•COMFORT GUARD • CONTROI.
helps maintain comic-et level selected•Adjustable
Thermostat

Larger Space Cooling Comfort!

.All members-of West Kentucky
Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation are urged to attend this
meeting.

•

Making your world a little easier.

Rudolph Goodyear
U.S. 611 S.
"Ikstmo is Good"

1

N, All Whirlpool
applhowes hove
...1"/ earned this seol

Murray, Ky.

(502) 753-0395

"We Nov A Monies Nem — QuentY1
ellentitY ""

•i*

-Amp&laiti
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Abandoning one's faith can create problems
Jeroboam forsook the
Lord, and in Bethel and
Dan he erected golden
calves as objects of worship. The apostasy
which oz-iginiated with
him had disastrous effecta on the nation and
they worsened with the
positing of time.
The Reign of Ornr1
1 Kings 18:21-28
Approximately 25
years after the death of
Jeroboam, Tibni and
Omri became aspirants
for the throne. For four
years they were strong
rivals for the kingship.
During the interval of
their competition. Tibni
had the support of the
ordinary citizens and
Omri enjoyed the loyal
support of the Army.
After the death of Tibni, the followers and
supporters of Omri
overpowered those of
Tibni, and Omri
established himself as
the sole monarch.

daughter of Ethbaal,
king of the Zicionlarui
Being a determined
and zealous promoter of
the worship of Baal, it
was not long until
Jezebel had led Ahab to
embrace her brand of
religion and to grant the
pagan deity of Baal official status in Israel
Due to Jezebel's influence over him, shortly after he became an
avowed idolater. Ahab
had built for her a temple for Baal worship,
and then also provided
for her a wood representation of Asherah, the
female consort of Baal.
His introduction of
animal sacrifices, sensuous rituals and prostitution in connection
with worship earned for
him this appraisal from
God: "Ahab did more to
provoke the Lord God of
Israel to anger than all
the kings of Israel that
were before him."

sunday school
lesson
by h.c. chiles
As the king of the Northern Kingdom, Omri
was successful in
various ways. After he
had reigned in Tirzah
for six years, Omri purchased land, built a city
which he named
Samaria, established a
new capital of the Northern Kingdom there,
won military and
political laurels, and
made noteworthy
achievements.
All of his military and
political successes were
overshadowed by his
apostasy and his making Samaria the center
of idolatrous worship.

His legacy of apostasy
was unmatched by any
of his predecessors, and
It earned for him the
epithet: "Worse than all
who were before him."
The Reign of Ahab
1 Kings 18:28-33
When death came to
Omri, he was succeeded
as king by his son, Ahab
Weakling that he was,
Ahab imitated and surpassed the sins of his
father.
Worse still, Ahab
openly flaunted his contempt for the God of
Israel, and made the
terrible mistake of marrying Jezebel, the
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The Deaths/ Ahab
1 Map'U:27-28
Ahab was fearful of
the poeaUnity of God's
prophet, Micalah
In an attempt to
divert away from
himself the attention of
his enemy, Ahab
disguised himself as a
common soldier for the
purpose of
a
otinuPe
tforrhi
w
sna
an
lrfp
fo
ro
m
rt
w-

61,

which was shot at random by a Syrian archer
lodged in the body of
Ahab which was not
covered by his armor.
Ahab's men propped
him up in his chariot
and they continued to
fight the battle. Suffering intensely and
bleeding profusely, ere
the battle ended Ahab
bled to death from the
wound which he had
received between the
two sections of his armor, and the army of
(Coat'd on page 14)
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Spring and Summer Clearance Sale
Sale Starts Thurs., July 12
We're Open Sun. 1-5
Selected Group Men's, Women's,
Children's Dress and Casual Shoes
Such As:•Naturolizer, Connie,
Life Stride, Famolare, Rob Lee,
Wrangler and Many Others — Over
1000 Pairs To Choose
Also Select Group of Purses
3 for 1 plus $1

Guinn's Factory Outlet Shoes
207 N. Drowar Downtown Paris, TN
0 n Mon. Sot 9-5

COW"
3FicpcocIL 1%01.1.3r1Lick1

Visit Shelly In The Deli For
•Party Tray's
0E3E30 Shoulders
*Pit Baked Hams
•Turkey Breasts

RICOdi1•1•1MEN ;141-M llicieNi13•111141

Star-Kist

KITTY LITTER

ft

Good 7-12 Thru 7-18
TUNA

Decorated

TUNA
ONLY

Buy 1 Get
1 Fr

Scott

Starkliit

G000

'Oft

TOWE

Oil or Water Rich

Pon weian

OLIVE OIL
Sa‘e 2 49

79'

6

Oz

49

39°

Buy 1 Get
1 Free
Mrs Filberts

Limit 2

WHIPPED OLEO
24 oi• Sdk,e 1 49

Martha White 634 oz.

Buy 1 Get
1 Free

Libby's Vienna

CORN[WAD MIX...3/$1 SAUSAGE

Faygo Diet or Reg.

DRINKS
Ziploc Qt. Size 20 Pk.

Success

16 oz. '159 RICE

1 49

21 oz.

8.8.0 SAUCE

89°

CATSUP

99

Vic

$ 89

Wniams Mac.

FREEZER BAGS. $149 DINN
6% oz. 3/S 1
ER
Martha White Pl. or S.R
MUSSLEMAN'S 16 oz.
MEAL
5 Lb. 99°
Kelly's 24 oz.
APPLESAUCE 2/89°
BEEF STEW
s 1 39 VANISH 12 oz.
Texize 22 oz.
99°
BOWL CLEANER
FANTASTIC CLEANER .99° Faultless oz.
20
Barns Grape
99°
JELLY
/6 oz. 79° FABRIC FINISH

This Week's Feature:

Juice Glass

Mussiernan's 32 oz

79

APPLE JUICE
11

ROUND
STEAK
$ 1 59 $

79

MAYONNAISE

Barns Strawberry

79° PRESERVES.16 oz. '129

289

OIL

Rorrolc

C'1

CHICKEN
FRY STEAK

WIENERS

SAUSAGE
$ 1 49

$169

$239

89°

FLOUR

$295

CONDENSED MILK
4It 4r>
SG-7,"4011°
.
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/111~6i
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Chveos Best

Golden Ripe

ANANAS

•

TIP ROAST

$

$ 100
4 Lbs

I

CHICKEN BREAST
BOLOGNA &
WIENERS

$

19

$ 1 49

29

11

SHOULDER STEAK

TOMATOES
Georgia

Green

Lb. 49

Lb 39

tir‘lo

DANISH HAM

Cooking

PPLr—re

$

00

Vt

3 Lbs

$

FRIED CHICKEN

19
Fancy Green Home Grown

CHUCK STEAK

B.B.Q. BEEF
SWISS CHEESE

Tree Ripened

EACHES
$

$

$

89

98
Home Grown

TIP STEAK

B.B.Q. CHICKEN

89

CABBAGE
411M•11111=11110

,„ 19

I

$359
$329

$329 s
$3E19

. pot

ROAST BEEF

$429
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Statistics tell story
of season's success

UNDEFEATED — Murray's Senior Babe Ruth squad, sponsored by H&R Block, takes its undefeated regular season
record into the district tournament which begins tonight in
Murray. The Murray squad is made up of (front row, from
left) Rick Grogan, Dennis Thurmond, Mike Daniel, Rusty

Statistics are an integral part of baseball,
as much as hot dogs,
Cracker Jacks and yelling at the umps. And it
doesn't matter what
level of the game, someone is always interested in the fine print
of the boxscores.
Fortunately, in Murray and Calloway County, the summer baseball
leagues have numerous
volunteers whose enjoyment comes from getting the stets from each
game and more importantly, getting them
right.
Two of this areas
faithful subscribers to
this baseball religion
are Joyce Wright of the
Senior Babe Ruth team
and David Snow of the
Little League.
Both recently
reported their respective calculations and
here's some of their
tedious and dedicated
handiwork:

Wright, Jon Billington, Shawn McClure, Mark Boggess,
(stan
ding,from left) Coach Kent Wright, Mitch Grogan, David Randolph. Jay Watson, Joel Conoley, Cary Miller, Jr.,
John Mark
Potts, Jeff Downey, and Coach Tommy McClure.

Southeastern Conference discusses tv package
,The Associated Press
- Southeastern Conference officials have
voted to begin contract
talks next week with
WTBS, Ted Turner's national cable network, on
broadcast of a game-ofthe-week for the 1984
college football season.
"The conference is
well in agreement,"
said Mississippi State
Athletic Director
Charley Scott said after
the four-hour meeting
Wednesday in Chicago.
"There are no
disagreements. We are
making positive steps."
He said the SEC "is in
serious discussion with
the Turner Broadcasting System. These
discussions will be ongoing
We may have
something resolved in a
week or two."
WTBS, in partnership
with the companies that
produced the 1983 SEC
basketball game-of-theweek, was chosen over
four other groups hoping to get the SEC television package.

It offered to pay between $100,000 and
$600,000 per team per
game, according to the
Jackson, Miss., ClarionLedger.
WTBS spokesman
Michael Oglesby would
not comment on the
figures, but said that
last year the station
paid $250,000 per team
for its prime time
series
But he said this year's
figures would be lower
dkie to the recent
Supreme Court ruling

that stripped the NCAA
of its negotiating rights.
"It would be down
from last year because
we paid X amount of
dollars for exclusivity,"
Oglesby said.
He said that WTBS is
considering two
packages in addition to
the SEC's. He said the
station had spoken to
Notre Dame about
rights to its six 1984
home games and the
College Football
Assoication about a
weekly TV package.

SEC officials will
meet again Monday in
Birmingham to continue
their discussions about
television rights.
The times chosen for
national and regional
college football broadcasts this season will
dictate available broadcast "windows" for cone rences and
independents.
Two of the three
Saturday periods — early afternoon, late afternoon or prime time —
will be reserved for the
dominant bargaining
agent for such
packages. The Big 10
and Pac-10 conference
indicated Wednesday
that they would form a
coalition that could rival
the 63-member CFA in
bargaining for a television package.
Conferences and independents like Tulane
are left with options to
set up TV deals in the remaining time period
The SEC's tie-in with
WTBS could bring in
more than whatever the

Turner system pays the
conference. The coastto-coast network would
bring SEC football
regularly to the mountain states and west
coast, and that in turn
could mean a better
chance of recruiting
high-school athletes
from those states.

Physicals set
Any athletes in
Calloway County High
or Calloway Middle
School who want to
tryout for cross country
or football this fall must
have a physical before
they will be allowed to
participate.
Free physicals for
both groups, boys and
girls, will be administered Monday, July 16, at the CCHS
cafeteria beginning at 4
p.m.
Anyone unable to attend this function will
have to obtain a
physical at his or her
own expense.

U.S. softball team remains unbeaten in World tourney
MIDLAND, Mich.
(API — While the
United States maintained its perfect record,
Canada's pitchers remained unscored upon
as the Men's World
Championship Fast
Pitch Softball tournament neared its final
rounds.

The Americans
The victories gave the
defeated New Zealand U.S. team undisputed
3-2 Wednesday in the possession of first place
12th inning of a game in Group A with a 6-0
suspended from Tues- record in the roundday, and then rode the robin portion of the tourtwo-hit, 12-strikeout pit- nament at Curry
ching of Dennis Arnell to Stadium. New Zealand,
a 4-0 triumph over which rebounded from
Panama in a second its loss to the United
game.
States for a 5-0 win over
Mexico, is in second
place with a 5-1 record
In other games
Wednesday, the
Dominican Republic
defeated Guam 10-5,
Japan crushed Hong
Kong 27-0 in a fiveInning mercy contest,
the Dominican Republic
trounced Botswana 11-1,
the Bahamas beat the
Netherlands Antilles
13-5, Argentina defeated
Zimbabwe 4-1, Taiwan
topped Guam 7-3, and

tItok
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Easy to Operate...
Easy to own
Enjoy the benefits of Case
exclutive hydraulic drive — buy
your Case tractor now during
our Fall Sale and gat all you
can get In tractor performance

LIM APR Fluseneing
AvaNalifia
There si•CAM tractor to fit
VOW DWG.

HOW TO
SE MONEY
ON YOUR
AUTO AND
HOMEOWNERS
INSURANCE.
insure both yourrarand
horns Ifvough us aith
Sties Auto Insure/out
Companies. You con get
a substerliel reduclion
your premiums voile our
Aurationts Discount
Plauct
Cal us br a moneysaving quote.

Punkin,
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Comet Se
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Canada beat Bermuda He allowed three hits
11-0 in another five- and struck out nine.
inning mercy game
Velky homered for the
Playing under the in- United States in the fifth
ternational tie-breaker inning.
rule, in which each team
The New Zealand
begins each half-inning defeat was charged to
after the ninth of a tie Mike White, pitching in
game with a runner on relief of starter Steve
second base, the U.S
Jackson.
squad quickly loaded
In the second U.S.
the bases against New game, first baseman
Zealand on a single by Jeff Seip drove in two
Vin Caserto and an in- runs with a triple and
tenUonal walk to Bob his second home run to
Velky following a support Derulls Amell's
groundout
two-hit, 12-strikeout pitGeorge Papagelis ching against Panama.
then chopped a ball yin Caserto also hit his
down the third-base second round-tripper of
line, which third the tourney for the
basemen Cliff Joseph Americans.
kicked away as the winMeanwhile, the Cananing run crossed the dian pitchers continued
plate
their awesome peforOwen Watford went mances. Jim Cowdrey
the distance for the hurled the team's sixth
United States to post his straight shutout, walkthird victory without a ing one and striking out
loss in the tournament 15 in beating Bermuda.
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1983 Lincoln
'26,189 Original Price
'16,189 Today's Price
'10,000 Savings
Lousiest, Designer Series — Sill Bless
(Slight Hall Damage)

Senior Babe Ruth
It's been said before
that statistics are the
excuses of losers. But
the H&R Senior Babe
Ruth squad has done
everything possible to
disprove that
statement.
Specifically, the team
has gone undefeated
(13-0) during the
regular season and will
be gunning for the
district tournament title
beginning with tonight's
6 p.m. contest against
Marshall County at the
old city park field.
If the Murrayans live
up to their on-paper
reputation, the Marshall
County visitors stand a
slim-to-none chance of
upsetting the local
bandwagon.
Check these stats for a
key to the Murray
optimism:
PITCHING — Of the
seven-man pitching
staff, only two have
ERAs of more than
1.077. The other five and
their averages include
Rusty Wright (18 innings pitched, .000 ERA,
13 strikeouts, 3-0
record); Mitch Grogan
(1313 innings pitched,
1.050 ERA, 16
strikeouts, 3-0 record):
Rick Grogan (13 innings
pitched, 1.077 ERA, 14
strikeouts, 2-0 record);
Jeff Downey (five innings pitched, .000 ERA,
1-0 record); Brad Skinner, who has been out
with an injury since
throwing a shutout the
first of the season (five
Innings pitched, .000
ERA, eight strikeouts,
1-0 record).
The other Murray pit-

chers, Cary Miller, Jr., which will be chosen
and Shawn McClure are from this week's district
both undefeated with tournament field.
Miller posting 11
Lakeland will play in
strikeouts in 1423 inn- the Senior Babe Ruth
ings and McClure car- 16-18 year-old District
ding eight strikeouts in Tournament in
eight innings and the on- Owensboro, beginning
ly save of the season.
with a game on July 20
Altogether, the Mur- against host Owensboro.
ray hurlers have given
After looking at the
up only 18 earned runs extensive statistic
in 77 innings (13 games) report from Joyce
and have 78 strikeouts. Wright and Company,
Only 48 opponents have she's got this writer's
reached base with a vote for the All-Star stat
walk and only 46 batters team.
have gotten a hit with
only one of those being a
LITTLE LEAGUE
home run.
The local Little
Even to the untrained League All-Stars will
observer — those stats see their first tournaain't too shabby.
ment action at home
BATTING — The Friday night when the
other side of the coin Murray squad hosts
shows a well-balanced Marshall County at the
hitting crew with 12 of new city-county park
the 16 players on the complex at 7:39 p.m.
roster hitting .300 or betAmong the All-Stars
ter.. Five of those are selected from the
hitting at least .400 and regular season will be
team leader Shawn Mc- several with outstanClure has a torrid .560 ding stats — according
with 14 hits in 25 at-bats to the calculations of
He is second on the team league keeper David
in on-base percentage at Snow.
.676. David Randolph is
The top five hitters of
first with .700.
the regular season and
Mark Boggess is run- the teams they played
nerup in the batting for include — Craig
category with .476 built Schwettman, Druthers,
on 20 hits in 42 at-bats. .548; Joey Waller,
His on-base average is Paglial's, .532; Jon
.600.
Burkeen, 1890's, .500;
Jay Watson, hitting a Kevin Turner, Hutson
healthx .385, is the Chemical, .488; and T.J.
team-leader in RBI with Gradisher, 1890's, .465.
15 although five of his
Scott Lyons of
teammates have 10 or Paglial's was the
more to their credit. league-leader in home
Dennis Thurmond has runs with four.
seen action in 10 games
The top Little League
and has 13 RBI to rank pitchers this year insecond behind Watson.
cluded Kevin Tucker of
Joel Conoley is the Hutson Chemical who
team-leader in home had a 1.00 ERA with a
runs with three round- league -leading 72
trip swats to his credit. strikeouts; Benji Kelly
He has driven in 10 runs of Pagliai's with a 1.09
off seven hits in 19 at- ERA; Bruce Thurmond
bats.
of Pagllai's was second
As a team the H&R in strikeouts with 65 and
Block squad has a .370 gave up only three
batting average, has 122 walks all season,
hits in 330 at-bats, 117 posting a 1.30 ERA.
RBI, six home runs and
Rounding out the top
only 33 strikeouts in 13 five ERA's of the year
games this season.
were Kevin Turner of
With the individual Hutson with a 1.91 and
and team success this Robbie Danner, also of
season, several of the Hutson, with a 2.00.
Murray players, along
Bill Fandrich of 1890's
with coaches Kent and Chad Bazzell of
Wright and Tommy Mc- D&W Auto Parts both
Clure, will be in line for had 64 strikeouts to tie
selections to the for third in the league's
Lakeland All-Star team K department.

Dutch `honkball' visits Paducah
PADUCAH, Ky. (Al')
— A Dutch baseball
team touring the United
States may learn a few
new techniques from
their American counterparts, but they aren't
likely to change the
name of their game
from "honkball "

The Dutch team will
be here Thursday for a
game against an
American Legion team,
said Don Moore, general
manager of the Post No.
4 team who helped put
the tour together after
reading an advertisement looking for

"The Cunningham Family°
by Sortie Gingles
of Murray, Ky.
A Limited Edition Reprint will be
available next month from...
McClanahan Publishing House, Inc.
Pre-Publishing Price until Aug. 1st
is $21.95 plus 5% Ky. Sales Tax &
$1.75 Shipping & Handling per
Book. 5 or more copies mailed
FREE.
Reserve your copy by sending pay!lent to

McClanahan
Publishing Noose Inc.
Rt. 2 Box 32
Kuttawa, KY 43053

sponsors
"They're trying to get
as much insight as
possible into baseball
and see as much of the
country as they can in
two weeks," Moore
said.
The honkball players,
as they call themselves,
arrived in Chicago from
Amsterdam on Sunday.
Other stops include St.
Louis, Sikeston and
Cape Girardeau. Mo.,
and in Mississippi and
Oklahoma.
"We hope to show
them some Southern
hospitality," said Frank
"Doc" Hideg, manager
of the Paducah team.
"It's just going to be a
fun day.
"Everybody is going
to have a good lime and
we'll try to get a feel of
how they play the game
and they'll learn more
about the way we play
it," Hideg said.
•

Seven pool records set by Murray
in swim team's win over Mayfield
Setting pool records in Simmons. Sean Stogner
seven events, the Mur- and Jonathan Greaharn
r a y Swim Team made up the Murray
defeated host Mayfteld relay squads that won
Swim Team, 685% to both the boys 12-under
614% in a dual meet free and medley events.
Tuesday.
The Murray squad
The Murrayans were took first-Place honors
led by the brothers In 41 events and swept
Gresham, Jonathan and five events with first, seSteven, who were in- cond and third places.
volved in setting all five
Murray results in
individual records and Tuesday's meet are:
Girls II-Under Freestyle
both record -setting
(11 Sara dopier
relay teams.
Gale II-Under Weer Item
Jonathan Gresham
(1j N. Stockh•rn
M•gren
Malawsaltaa, M Snyder_ Bethany
set new Mayfield pool can
marks in the 12-under
GYM 1041.11. Mel* Melly
(2) D. Mislissaiwaes, G. Trimble
backstroke, individual
21 Malinawkaa. IC Arindrong
medley and
Ben 1045der thidlay he*
U) P. Johnston,5 Mallmuskas
breaststroke while
Gresham, J Austin
Steven Gresham broke 8 Gals 12-Under
Medley Ole*
(1) J . Parker. fl
the old standards in
11
C. Manic
1 0 -under boys who..,
Bon 12-Linder *adv. Reim
backstroke and in)Ii Ft. Orr, 21 Simmons. J
Gresham. S. Stogrier
dividual medley.
Gals 141-UnderMedlim Relay
Robert Orr, Mark
(1(C. WIlliana
11111Ington,

1..ppeelt. J. Iltayberie
ebb 111.11161/bbeibb
(1(C. IMIllema. C. 11111hoglea.M.-J
illianows, T.illegow.
Mlle 1.5.11111411dy
(I) P. Vouglit, S. Terry. J
Greetwo, R. Or,
Gals IlUellw fidestyle
(1) Megan Maarashes, (II thew
Stockliaat.
Sere SOO"Feetallyle
(I) Caleb Jabesran.
One 14
WOe,Mew
(2) R. Orr. M. litauswee. J.
Graham, J. Call.
•104leder inselple
(11 Gaya Trimble.
Sem tOtholler SheasMIo
(11 steam Oreehase.
Obis 12-1.55M Preselple
(1) Beth Wlised
Illeys 1241riks FremOle
(3) Jonathan Onsehern.(I) Robert
Orr.
Okla 14Oreier Freestyle
(3) Cathy WUllaane
Owl 14-Under Frye*.
(3) Jonethao Greolum.
Girls 15-18 Freestyle
(2) Tam! Wagner, (8) Kary Jo
Slays 15-15 Freestyle
I 2, Paul Vaught
• S-Urekr Backstroke
(11 Megan Mannauskas. 3 N
Stockharn.
Says HAWSs,Backstroke
Caleb Johnson
104505n Backstroke
1; Gaya Trimble
Ben 104.Inder Backstrobe
)1) Stamen Graham, r II Peter
lament
Girle fetheeir Backstralue
.11 Sara ftheider I 3; Stephanie
Slmnome.
12Arrist Socestralle
(1) Beth Wilson,(2) Mlle= Sickle,
(e)Chris Olsen
Sews 121505er ladestrol.
11)icesathan Orwsharn. IS) Robert
Orr.
dub 14-11reier Bacestral.
(1) Cathy wtilLarna. (3) Jennifer
Rayburn.
errs 14-Under Baclubelle
(2) JonaUun Greelum
Girls 15411 Backstroke
) )(Lary Jo Simmona. (2) Tam]
Wagner
Boys 15-is Backstroke
r 3, Paul Vought.
Girls aUnder
(1) Megan Malinauakaa, (2) Mesa
SuNklum
Ben &Under OA
)2i Caleb Johnson_
10.Under IS
I ) Gaya TrLmble

• 10-theller
II) Blerenn Gredmin. (3) Prnar

II) Mak PUMA (3) Jennifer
Parlor, OH Abbe Ibid.
Ebbla
a
(1) M.MheltSliewham. far Robert
Orr.
ebb Iblimbr
111 Cialbw 41/1111ama (3) Cher)
,
111111.3dWa.
Sew 14-Undw
(11) Jamithan °renew.
Gen 5315a
III Mary Jo illmmene
Seas 16111 MI
(S) Paul Vaught
Gina Heeds% Ilreedatreke
(1) Kogan Mallimookas 2) Nese
Srobrua
eurill-Under eraoststrok•
2) Celstb Johnson '8; Britt
Trimble
1043Bresetstrobe
O&M Thad*.
Says 1.041.5er Oreestehels.
111 Semen (Umlauts, (l) Peter
JohnsieL
arb 1243Orewletwito
(1) Jared!. Parker. (2) Beth
Wilma,(R Shannon Velikins.
goys 1243n5.r Srearterelas
111 Jonathan Greamm, (2) Mark
Sept 15-15 Fe
Simmons
3) Paul Vooght
1443Ilheastatieke
Gina &Under Freestyle Illeley
UI Megan Geopock r 31 Jennifer
Nara Mockham, BeUuny Can,
(tayburn. (11 Cathy Williams
M•ggi• Snyder
Megan
Malinaudesa.
Girls 104505ur Free Relay
Bon 14-Ursier Breaststroke
Dledr• //1•11n•usk••. 21.
) Jonathan Gresham
Malauwakaa. K Arniatrong, G.
Gels 1S- III Breaststroke
'Trimble
111 Mary Jo Simmons, I
Megan
Bala 104505er Freestyle Way
Ca2; Storm Or•sham, Peter
Soy's 15-15 Bawdstrels.
Johnson, John Austin. Sian
(I) Sean Terry
Malthariskas
Gan S-Under Fly
(I) Megan Malbuku•km. i 3; Nima
Gel* 12.th5M Free Relay
8tockharn
(11 Jennifer Parker, Beth Wilson,
Soya S-Urelar Fly
Allison Sickle. Candy Mama
IS) Caleb Johnson.
Briln 12-4.1.5er Free Relay
• 104.505er Fly
1 Jonathan Greaham, Robert
(11 Gaya Trimble
Orr. Mart Simmons, Sem Starner
Says 104.I5M Fly
GSM 14-Ueder Free Rem
II) Steven Gresham. (2) Peter
U awry' BIlltngton. Jennifer
Johnoin.
Rayburn. Cathy Williame, Megan
Girls 124Mder Fe
(1) Beth Wilson, (2) Jennifer
Boys 140n05r Free Relay
Parker, (I) All)...! Sickle
(2) Jonathan Gnaw), Robert
Bars 12-Uadry Fly
On, Mark Simmons Jett Cal1
(2) Jonathan Gresham. )3) Robert
Orr
Girls 15.1B Free Relay
Girls 140n5er Fly
(1) Cathy William Cheryl Bill.
(3)
'Alston. M.J. Stmouirui. T. Viagner
Ben 1443 Fly
121 Jonathan Gresham
Boys 13.18 Free Reim
(2) Sean Terry, Jonathan
Girls 1SIB Fly
Gresham. Paul VougM, Robert Orr
Mary Jo S)mmons

Summer Baseball
WIN WITH A SMILE - Murray Swim Team
member Beth Wilson shows &happy face as she
breezes to a first place finish in the girls 12-under
backstroke. The Murray swimmers swept that
event against Mayfield with the top three
finishers.
-Championship

GIRLS SOFTBALL
One upper division
girls softball game was
completed before rain
cancelled the rest of the
Wednesday night
activities.
Winning the sole contest was Breakers who
defeated Preps. 15-5

Tracy Banks cut loose Preps with a triple and
with a grand slam home Cindy Spann added
run in the fifth inning to three hits.
give the Breakers the
In a game reported
necessary clout for the from Monday, Rainwin. Amy Wallis added bows and Royals played
a triple and a single and to a 10-10 tie which will
Lori Peckenpaugh had be replayed only if the
two hits in the triumph
outcome will affect the
Staci Barber led the final league standings.

game Sunday

Allen says his coaching was key to Arizona success
TAMPA, Fla.(AP)George Allen, the most
recognizable name in a
largely no-name cast
that will compete for the
United States Football
League's second championship, isn't shy about
letting people know that
his coaching is the main
reason his Arizona
Wranglers qualified for
the finals.
But to Chuck Fusina,
one of the reasons
Philadelphia is the
USFL's winningest
team, Allen will be irrelevant when the Stars
meet the Wranglers for
the USFL title Sunday
night at Tampa
Stadium.
"I've got nothing
against George Allen.
He gets a lot of media
attention and a lot of
publicity and that's
great for our league,"
Fusina said after
Wednesday's practice,
the Stars' first since ar-

UNITED STATES FOOTBALL LEAGUE
riv14 here from lege star at a key posiPhiladelphia.
tion or two mixed with a
"But when I get out on core of low -paid
that field Sunday night, unknowns.
I'm not going to be worThey are, instead, a
ried about George Allen. George Allen team - a
I'll be a lot more con- "the future is now"
cerned with Stan White bunch, the kind Allen
and Bruce Laird and the coached in Washington,
other guys on the replete with veterans
Arizona defense."
Like White, Laird and
Wilbur Young (13 proStill, it's hard to avoid fessional seasons each),
noticing the impact that quarterback Greg LanAllen is having on this dry (16) and other wellchampionship, which seasoned veterans like
will be televised na- Luther Bradley, Carl
tionally by ABC at 8
p.m. EDT.
For one thing, the
Wranglers are not a
typical USFL team - a
high-priced former col-

Allen, John Lee, Karl
Lorch, Doug Dennison,
Joe Ehrmann, Frank
Corral, Eddie Brown
and Kevin Long.
Allen maintains that
Arizona's biggest problem this year was adjusting to the pre-season
move from Chicago to
Arizona - the
Wranglers are last
year's Chicago Blitz,
which switched cities
with last year's
Wranglers.
In fact, the Wranglers
hardly figured to be
here, losing eight of
their first 14 games
before winning their
final four to qualify for
the playOffs. Then they
upset Houston 17-16 and
Los Angeles 35-23 to get
here.

For which Allen,
reportedly on the brink
of dismissal several
times, takes full credit.
"When things were
going bad, there was
talk that we were working too hard, that I needed to change my ways,"
he said Wednesday.
"But I'm a believer that
you get the right kind of
people, people with
character, and that you
stick with them and they
stick with you."
By contrast, the Stars
are a low-key bunch, led
by Coach Jim Mora,
who coaxed them to a
16-2 record in the
regular season after a
15-3 mark last year and
a two-point loss to
Michigan in the USFL
championship game.

Triplets buyers aim to bring
AAA ballclub to Nashville
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP)- Solid support of
a Triple A baseball franchise can enhance
Nashville's chances of
"securing a major
league team within the
next decade," says
Larry Schmittou, president of the Nashville
Sounds.
Schmittou told a
Wednesday news conference that the purchase of the Evansville
Triplets means
"without a shadow of a
doubt we will have an
American Association
team here next spring.
"Furthermore. I arn
09.9 percent certain that
we ww bilArrinatedvilth
the Detroit Tigers,"
SclunIttou said.
'Revealing that he has
joined seVeral other
Nashville Sounds investors in purchasing
the assets of the
EValtsville team,
Schrnittou also said he

would make every effort
to move the Sounds' existing Southern League
team to Evansville.
"We plan to conduct
Immediate marketing
surveys in Evansville to
help guide us in determining if the city's
baseball community is
strong enough to support a Double A team. If
not, then we will seek a
Class A franchise in the
Midweitern League,"
Sclunittou said.
"We must have
assurances of selling
11.600 season tickets
before Sept. 3. That 1,5
our gono-go date on
Nashville entering the
American AllinciauunT"
Sciunittou said. "All of
our homework indicates
the fan support is ready.
Our research shows
fans will be willing to
pay increased ticket and
concession prices
necessary to field a Triple A team

BACKBONE Backstroke victories
gave the Murray Swim
Team a big boost in the
squad's dual meet
triumph ov
.
.er host
Mayfield. Steven
Gresham, shown here,
was a record setter in
the boys 80 under
backstroke and In
divIdual medley.

Slrbil551540

Stay Cool
With This
Sizzling
Spacial

5,000 BTU's
2 Speed Fan
Coma On In And
Mak• Your Sass
Deal, Either Cash
IL Corry Or W• Will
Deliver & Install.

Do it yourself...save big bucks.'
Car 8g truck oarts...save 10-50%

Major League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W
L
PM GB
Detroit
57 27
673
Toronto
50 34
585 7
BalUnnn.
411 5
541 11%
Bunco
41 411
488 18
Milwaukee
is 17 .418 19
New York
36 44
489 30
Glevelami
33 411
4412 23
WEST DIVISION
Chicago
44 10 .524 Minnesota
43 11
612
California
44 42
612
Oakland
43 46
489
Kanaas City
39 45
478
Seattle
40 48
_466
Tense
88 49
487
WellelledaYs Gashes
No games sebeduled
ThimellWeGrews
Detroit (Petry 114) at Minnesota
(Viola 87)
Toronto (Leal 5.2( at Oakland
t Krueger 5-61
Chicago (Burns 2-9 and Hoyt 8-8)
•t Baltimore (Davis II-4 and
McGregor 10.71, 2, Uhl
Kansas City (Saberhagem 3-7) at
New York (Nieltro 11-4), tro
Cleveland Motto" 5-8 at Texas
(Hough 67). (fl)
Milwaukee (Gibson 0-2) at
GaliSornla (Romanick MI). In)
Boehm (Clads 1441 at Seattle
/Vain% Berg SAL In)
Frlday's Gaines
Kansas City at New York, 2, (1-n)
Chicago at Baltimore. In r
Milwaukee at California (n1
Cleveland.! Texas. 01
Detroit of Minnesota. ( n )

Boston at Senile. In)
Toronto at Oakland, n
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST ENVISION
W
L Pct. GS
New Tort
47 34
680
(.1Mago
48 36
571
Philadelphia 16 39
bat 11%
St Louts
42 44 .488 7%
Montreal
41
48
488 7%
Pittsburgh
32 52
381 15%
WEST INVISKA
San Diego
49 34
690 Atlanta
44 41 .629 6
43 43 .on
Lne ANse).e
5%
Houton
12 45 .4111
ClheIrmall
39 48
448 1.2
San Francisco 33 50 .366 18
WedrusdaYs Games
No games scheduled
Thundery's Ganes
Ice Angelo. (H•rehlaer 44 at
,(Trou)0-2)
°Omen
Gincinneti
34) at Mon.
treat (Smith 67(. In)
Ben Francisco (Luton 4-8- at
PNIRbIFTIn (DeLean 5-4). I n
New York (Darling 10-31 at
A Liam*(Mager 4.4 I, In I
.
1 DM,.Moe &el .1St Louis
30
4-4).(a)
Philadelphia (Carlton 5-4; at
Houton )N8.580 5-1(,(n)
MarlGress
Lae Aotre1.si41 Memo
San Francisco at Pittsburgh. 2.
t.n)
Cinelsoutl at Montreal. 151
New York at Atlanta. (n)
San Diego at St Louis.(n)
Philadelphia at Houston. (n I

USFL Playoffs
USFL Payed Glance
Al Times EDT
Censor) Nada
•
Setwarre,Gams
Eastern Contemn=
Phlladelphla 28, New Jersey 7
Western Contemns
Lae Angeles 77. Michigan 21, DOT
Sursley's Gann
Eastern Coniorwas
Birmingham M. Tampa Bay 17

Western Conlerrece
Arlene. 17 Houston 15
ConerenotChamprorshors
Saibeelay's Gam
Arizona 36. Loa Angeles 23
Sundey's Gam
Philadelphia X Birmingham to
USFI. Charnpierdhsp
Sundry. July IS
At Tama, Fla.
Philadelphia ve Arizona
p rv

Boxing Dispute
SAN JUAN, Puerto
Rico(AP)- The World
Boxing Council pledged
Wednesday in writing it
would recognize no
fight involving middleweight champion
Marvelous Marvin
Hagler until he makes a

outh 12th Street

mandatory defense
against top-ranked
challenger Mustafa
Hamsho of Syria.
VVBC legal advisor
Gabriel Penagaricano
said he sent the stipulation to the U.S. District
Court in New York.

Wed.....Y.Sports Transactions
SASE1AU.
Amshella LOW
,
NEW YORK YANKEES - Northeast' the ontract of Joe Cowley,
pitcher, from Columbia of Be In•
ternational League.
MILWAUKEE BREWERS Pureamed the contract of Willie
Louder. inneMer, from Vancouver
of the Pacific Coast League
TEXAS RANGERS - Activated
Dicke Noes. pitcher Sent Dave
Toth', pitcher. to Oklahoma City of
the American Ameclation
Pletionel Woo
CINCINNATI REDS - Placed
Frank Paatore. pitcher on the
16-day daunted Mt, retroactive to
July 9 Optioned Bill Scherrer.
Charlie Puler, pitchers. and Dann
Bllardello, catcher. to Wichita of
the American Association. Mango,
ed outright Tom Lawler, infielder.
to Wichits_Called up Brad Laney.
Jay 'Mine and Keefe Cato. Weller*,
Dave Van Gorda, catcher. and
Skeeter Barnes. Wielder. from
Wichita_
LOS ANGELES DODGERS Activated Jerry Fteum. pitebar.
Sent Larry White, Metier, to Alb.,
querque of the Pact.< Cosset
Le•gue.
NEW YORK METS - Activated
John Stearns. catcher Recalled Sld
Fernandez, pitcher. from
Tidewater of the InternaUonal
League. Purchased the contract of
Rafael Santana. Wielder. from
Tidewater
PHILADELPHIA PHLLLIES Placed Jeff Stone outfielder, on the
30-day rambled (ist retroactive to
July 7
BASKETBALL
Natio/yr Basketball Ammabon
ATLANTA HAWKS - Signed
Wather Rumen, guard. to a multi•
year contract

Cycling
RODEZ, France
(AP) - Pierre-Henry
Mentheour of France
won the 13th lap of the
Tour de France in 6
hours, 2 minutes and 23
seconds, making a
breakaway of up to 10
minutes on the pack,
then beating two rivals
in a sprint finish.
His Renault teammate, Vincent Barteau,
kept the yellow jersey
of overall leader.

753-8971

Southside Center

We are now offering a joint fare with Allegheny Commuter (Air Kentucky) via Nashville to Louisville for
$93.00 each way. Now you can make your Louisville
trip in one day, with the flexibility of three good connections each way. One example:
Depart Murray
6:40 am
Arrive Louisville
10.05 am
Depart Louisvilit
6:50 pm
Arrive Murray
8:20 pm
Let us save you time and money on your next airline
trip. Call us at 489-2199 or see your travel agent.

FACTORY
TRAINED
SERVICE DIM.

Come foe Our
Complete Lino Of
Full Size
Air Conditioners

STEELE & ALLBRITTEN
Tour IC dial reefer
Mosiler

105.1)45Igi

Morgan Trevathan /A Ounn will sole.ct =A.*
qualified life insurance salesperson to service
our customers and loin our agency staff. If you
feel you have His qualifications send MINIM to
M.T.O. Life Dept.
P.O. lox 187
Denton, KT 42025

OW;
LOW
PRESCMPT/Ok
PRicp

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER, HWY. 641 N.
Phone 753-4025, Hours: Mon. - Sat. 9.9, Sun. 12-6
Do yourself a favor... make burglary difficult!
Burglary is She lastest grovetrig feiony A prowler enters someone s home every
15 seconds! You can t make a house
burgler-proot but you can make
entry so difftcutt that the prattler trotll go
in mirth of an easy victim
Stop by your Begley pharmacy bra free booklet that can tell you how to protect
your home agar* burglary Be prepared
B.geolsoisid!
How To Prolect Your Home and Family Against Burglary
pamphlet FREE at Begley's.

Glad

Armour

Lawn Bags

Vienna Sausage

By HUGH A.
MULLMULN
SOMEWHERE NOT
FAR AWAY, Conn.
(AP I — A fable for our
time: When Giacomo
retired to the southern
plains of his native
Calabria, Italy, his
nephew and partner Sal
drew the blinds on the
area's best barber shop
and hung a sign in the
window: "CLOSED UN•
TIL FURTHER
NOTICE."
At first we regulars,
who meet for coffee and
Danish most mornings
at the diner just off the
Interstate, thought Sal
might have embarked
on some renovations
upon at last assuming
the No. 1 chair by the
cash register. Or maybe
at least he was going to
have the place
repainted.
Then Ed Wilcox, who
keeps the hardware
store next to Giacomo &
Sal's and often drops in
to flip through the girlie
magazines, figured out
what was going on. The
shop stayed closed, but

mutinies, Sal advertised
the vacancy on the
bulletin boards of the
Lebanese Club and the
Portuguese-American
Society. In keeping with
the changing character
of the downtown
neighborhood, Sal was
also seen by Ed Wilcox
to be opening his door to
a wide range of minority
applicants.
Some shopkeepers
were pushing Sal to
come to a quick decision
and get back to the
business of cutting hair,
because a closed store
didn't do anybody any
a steady stream of peo- good. There was even
ple came all day long some wild talk of throwand were admitted one ing the choice open to a
by one, The rest had to vote of the regular
wait outside. It turns out customers.
Sal was interviewing
One Thursday morncandidates for the No. 2 ing, Al Barnes, the
chair next to the sham- postal clerk who bowls
with Sal on Wednesday
poo sink.
"Five women showed nights, told us Sal had
up yesterday," Ed ex- just about given up on
citedly informed us. female candidates.
"One of them a real "One wanted him to toss
out those fine leather
looker."
Perhaps to draw more crank-up chairs his uncustomers from our cle had brought from
largest ethnic corn - Rome and replace them

39 Galion - 10 Count

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Industrial Average
+2.21
Air Products .
..
39% -1
/
4
Apple Computer
26% +
American Telephone
17% unc
26% +
Briggs & Stratton
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Penwalt
Quaker Oats
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Texaco
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Sunday school
lesson...
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WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476
MUTUAL FUNDS
MUNICIPAL BONDS
STOCKS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

Sunbeam

with reclining couches
like that new dentist
uses. He was keen on
that good-looking blonde
Ed Wilcox told us about,
but her name happened
to be Sal, too, which he
thought would be confusing when customers
called for an appointment. There was
another gal he was very
partial to, because she
had worked in a hotel
near the state Capitol in
Hartford and could talk
politics a blue streak.
Unfortunately, her
name was Delilah. Sal,
you know, is very
religious. He just
couldn't get it out of his
mind that Delilah had
changed Sampson into
Kojak, even though
Father Vincent told him
the Bible says a man did
the actual scissors
work."
Monday, about a week
later, Sal suddenly
reopened for business.
We all rushed down
direct from the diner.
To our astonishment,
there was no second
chair. Next to the sink
was a bright chrome
console with lots of dials
and gauges and buttons
and a video screen.
"Welcome to Connecticut's first computerized barber shop,". Sal
met us at the door in a
puce-colored smock
with comb and scissors
protruding from a ruffled top pocket. "A
minimouse controls the
heat for the steam
towels, the shampoo jet
sprays, the blow dryer.
the texture of the lather.

Gas Grill

(Cont'd from page 111
the Israelites dispersed.
Ahab's body was then
returned to Samaria for
burial. The dogs licked
up the blood of Ahab as
It was washed out of the
chariot, just as it had
been predicted by Elijah. Later, Jezebel died
a violent death also.

450 so .n-ch
duo! burners

Announcing Your New
Murray-Calloway County
Telephone Directory
All Of Calloway County
In A Single Directory

Hibachi Grill
2 adiustable cooking
grids. 10 a 17" a 3"

Ben-Gay
12 oz Soothing,
motstunzing eye drops

Starting this Fall, DJ Schindler
Publishing Company will deliver FREE
OF CHARGE to every business and
residence in Calloway County a new
Telephone Directory that will truly serve
the needs of your community. We will include all the residential and business
listings in the white pages, also yellow
pages for consumers and businesses.
Schindler Publishing Co. also offers the
lowest advertising rates in the area to
local businesses. Save more than 50%
on your yellow pages over the price of
comparable ads in the telephone companies books.

Caladryl
Lotion
8 oz Relenres
sentry from Poison
Ivy or Oak, react
Mel and provides
relief from mew
sunburn pain

Sally Hansen
Pretty Nails

New
Lengths

Nail Polish
Remover

Nall Enamel
in a vanety ot
shades

2 oz.

7

7
1 C
Reg

We're coming to
your county!
Featuring:
•Complete Residential & Business
Listings For Murray-Calloway County
•Yellow Pages For Consumer &
Business
•Numerical Telephone Locator Guide
•Money Saving Coupons
•Civic Section
Includes
•Govemmeint & County Officials
•Highway Map
•Elementary & High School Directory
•Calender of Events
•Rooter Arens & Stewart Stadium Seating
•MSU Campus Map
•Calendars
•Postal Zip Codes
•Telephone Area Codes
•And Much Mora

To place advertising
Call: 362-8644
Or 362-8645
Lei Us Make Our Experience Available To You!

DJ Schindler
Publishing Co.
Rt. 1 Box 303 A
Gilbertsville, Ky. 42044
COUNTY
inekeponclAni PubAshw 01
TAAApAon• DI.AKtowles 141.1
AfIllteted Will, Any
TAINcrlsotne Company

"The Affordable Directory" That Let's You
Replace The Purchase Area And West Ky. Rural Yellow Pages
And SAVE Money

-
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Strike continues at nursing home
HAZARD, Ky. (AP)
— A strike by nurses'
aides, food-service
employees and
housekeeping personnel
at the Hazard Nursing
Home entered its third
day today, with 36 peopie awaiting district
court hearings on
charges of blocking the
road while picketing the
nursing home.
State police said 16
strikers were arrested
Wednesday as they
blocked a one-lane
bridge on the road to the
nursing home Just north
of Hazard.
Nineteen striking
employees and a union
organizer were arrested
Tuesday on the first day
of the strike, and a
security guard who
allegedly threatened
pickets also was arrested Tuesday.
Perry District Judge
Stephen L. Tackett
ordered the 15 arrested
Wednesday released on
their own recognizance
pending arraignment

next week on charges of
disorderly conduct and
obstructing a public
thoroughfare
Tackett said none of
the 15 was among th„,
arrested Thesday, who
also were free on their
own recognizance while
awaiting district court
hearings.
Also free while
awaiting arraignment
next week is Tom Bullitt
of Harlan. one of six
Storm Security Co.
guards hired by the nursing home. He was accused of threatening
pickets.
The strike by nurses'
aides, food -service
employees and
housekeeping personnel
represented by National
Union of Hospital and
Health Care Employees
Local 1199 began at 6
a.m. Tuesday after contract talks broke down
Monday night.
Orlena Daniels, president of the local, accused the union of not

coran called the biggest
flurry of activity since
talks began in April.
The union's contract
with the Bituminous
Coal Operators Association expires Sept. 30
and the UMW has not
signed a contract
without a strike in 20
years.
Corcoran refused to
-discuss the status of
negotiations.
After Friday's session, UMW President
Richard Trumka, Vice
President Cecil Roberts
and Secretary -

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Brag
6 Insects
11 Classifies
12 Soup
ingredient
14 Danish island
15 African
antelope
17 French article
18 Dance step
19 Sedate
20 Edible seed
21 Latin conjunction
22 Norse gods
23 Waltman
24 Keener
26 Harbors
27 Permit's
28 Saucy
29 Part of fireplace: pl.
31 Locks of hair
34 Prod with
one's arm
35 Long for
36 Note of scale
37 Single
38 Cruel person
39 Vessel
40 Hypothetical
force
41 Welcome
42 Wile person
43 Iterate
45 Rents
47 Frenchman's
Income
48 Sends forth

Answer to Previous Puzzle

OM LOMB QUO
COL MOM U130
OCUOUID BUOCUO
IMMO LIOU
UUOM LOU NUM
LEOUU UUCCU
CU UUIi UU EU
Ijilu MUU MUM
COWL DUB QUM
EMU 102000
LOOMOU OUGULIU
MOU OGIOUG ECU
MU MEM WOU
DOWN
1 Very slight
breeze
2 Paddles
3 Fuss
4 Compass
point
5 Sleepingsickness
flies
6 Aptitude
7 Grant use of
8 Goal
9 Near
10 Quiet
11 Stares openmouthed
13 Conducts
16 Den
19 Clans
20 Separates
22 Rugged
mountain

By Abigail Van Buren
^-4

knows she's dumb so she keeps her,
mouth shut. Let's hope if she is
smart enough to realize she may
have some limitations, she is smart
enough to understand what marriage
to Pete will be like.
TEXAS CITY EDITOR
DEAR EDITOR:Ifshe's smart
enough to foresee what marriage
to "Pittsburgh Pete" will be
like, she won't marry him.

DEAR ABBY:. We had my husband's relatives as houseguesta
recently. As they were leaving, John
(my husband) said to them, "Even
though Dolores (that's me) said it
was a lot of extra work for her, we
certainly enjoyed having you, so
please come again."
Abby, I never said it was "extra
work," and if John was trying to be
funny, I failed to see the humor in
that remark. Now his relatives
probably think they were a burden.
They were not!
What should I have said or done?
And what should I say in the future,
as John has made similar remarks
in an attempt to be funny?
PUT DOWN

DEAR ABBY:The letter from "All
Washed Up in Atlanta" made my
day. For years I have refused to eat
in fast-food restaurants where the
cashier also handled the food.
I once worked as • cashier in a
DEAR PUT DOWN: First tell
health food store. That's where I John privately
that you refuse
learned how dirty money really is, to be the butt
of his so-called
On a busy day I would have to wash jokes, and if he
pulls that stunt
my hands every two hours because again, you
will deny it, leaving
my fingers would be black from the him to admit
that he was either
money!
lying or joking.
Also, I was constantly amazed to
see where people kept their money.
•••
I've seen customers pull money out
(Getting married? Send for
of their underwear,shoes and socks!
Abby's new, updated, expanded
DENISE H.
booklet,"How to Have a Lovely
Wedding."
Send your name and
DEAR DENISE: Money stashed
in underwear, shoes and socks address clearly printed with
check or money order for $2.50
will earn no interest, but it's
(includes postage)to: Dear Abby
bound to collect a few scents.
Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box
38923,Hollywood,Calif.90038.1
0 ••

•••••',
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Start Computing Today!

Hurry! Sale Ends 7/21/84

•Learn to Write Your Own Programs in
BASIC (tutorial manual Included)
•Ready-to-Run Software Available for Games,
Education, Word Processing, Budgeting,
Graphics, Languages and More
•Self-Contained Desktop Unit Features
Monitor, Keyboard, Numeric Keypad,
Printer Interface and 16K Memory

Our lowest price ever! The TRS-80 Model 4 personal
computer is ideal for beginners and pros alike—it's
easy to use and hard to outgrow! Just add a cassette
recorder and select from a variety of software. You
can play exciting games,set up a household budget,
computenze your club's mailing list, analyze data,
teach your kids, compose music, learn to program
and much more. Easy to expand as skills and needs
increase. Don't wait any longer! Get your own
TRS-80 Model 4 computer today!

July 15-20

Antioch Church
of Christ
Perry Cotham - Speaker
Grand Prairie, TX
Sunday 10 A.M. Sunday School
• 11 A.M. Morning Service
7:30 P.M. Evening Service
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 P.M.
Dwayne Rogers - Song leader
Everyone Welcome

•

Shop Rade*WO
tOr Gimuirre
TRS-40 Computer
Software and
Accessories!

414.,rt.

GOSPEL
MEETING

Discovers He Didn't
Know What He Had

MasterCard

crest
23 Quadruped
25 Similar
26 irritate
28 Babble
29 Trail
30 Meditate
31 Exact
32 Encomiums
33 Surfeits
36 island in
the Mediterranean
38 Unruly child
39 Time gone by
41 Army officer
abbr.
42 Capuchin
monkey
44 Hebrew letter
46 Printer's
measure

p,4(.1.. 15

'Smart' Husband

bargaining in good eastern Kentucky — two
faith, saying "we did in Corbin, one in
everything we could. Williamsburg and one in
but it Li obvious that Barbourville.
they intended to force
"We're going to conthis strike from the tinue to take care of our
beginning. They're try- patients," Ms. Reynolds
ing to break the union." said.
Debra K. Reynolds,
Housekeeping
administrator at the
employee Alberta DEAR ABBY: I
believe you were a
nursing home, denied
Barnett said striking bit too polite in your
reply to
that. "We have bargainemployees are paid bet- "Pittsburgh Pete," who said,
"I'm
ed In good faith. We've
ween $3.35 and $4.50 an engaged to marry a girl who is
tried to reach an agreehour. She said manage- 'dumb,' but that's OK with me
ment and still want to,"
ment offered a 1.2 per- because she knows she's dumb, so
she said
•
cent raise, but wanted to she keeps her mouth shut."
Striking workers sug- reduce its contributions It's obvious that this "girl" is
gested that the 150 pa- to employee retirement about to marry an egotist who feels
he is much too good for her. Chances
tients at the nursing funda.
are that he will remind her of this
home would suffer
David Freeland, a constantly while never allowing her
because of the strike, union
organizer, said to be an equal partner. I worry about
but Ms. Reynolds said
the management refus- any woman who winds up with a
about 40 employees
ed to agree to anything man with such a sexist attitude
have been brought in
the union proposed since toward marriage and family.
from other homes ownI know, Abby. I was there. But I
contract talks began
was the guilty party. My first wife
ed by Health Services
April 5, and "they put
was no dumb bunny by anybody's
Inc.
things on the bargain standards, but
I believed myself so
The company, whose table and when we
smart that for years I failed to
principal owner is Nelda evinced an interest, recognize
her intelligence. My supeBarton of Corbin, na- they would either take rior sexist attitude
prevailed. By the
tional committeewoman them away or change time I realized her abilities,
her
for the state Republican them."
feelings toward me had changed,
Party, owns four other
The employees' con- and it was too late to show her that!
nursing homes in tract expired June 30.
considered her an equal partner.
I married again. My wife is as
smart as I and provides a fresh
challenge every day. Often I find it
difficult to keep up with her. We
each have different talents and each
Treasurer John Banovic arm, the Coal Miners can defer
to the other in the other's
will travel to San Fran- Political Action Com- particular area of expertise.
We still
cisco for the mittee, was an early have our differences that result in
Democratic National supporter of former battles—verbal, not physical—but
Vice President Walter we know we are battling an equal.
Convention.
"Pittsburgh Pete" said his fiancee
The union's political Mondale.

UMW,industry work on miners contract
WASHINGTON (AP)
— Contract talks were
scheduled again today
and Friday as the
United Mine Workers
union and an industry
bargaining team get
down to work on the
basic details of an
agreement covering the
nation's unionized coal
miners, a UMW official
said. The two sides met
Wednesday and
scheduled two more
meetings before the
weekend in what UMIN
spokesman Joe Cor-
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50% OFF!

All TRS-80 Model 111/4 Cassette Software
in Stock is Now Half Price! Hurry In
This Week and Save!

Radio Shack Has It All—From Low-Cost Pocket Computers

to Powerful Desktop Business Systems

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio /bac*Store or Dealer__
PAFITiorPor_
,
___Nosli
stlfau
ppicEs APPLY AT
ourrossisams*MUMS

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
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FOR BIDS
Rentucky Finance
and Administration
Cabinet. Department
for Facilities Management, Division of Con.
tracting
and
Administration, Room
0145, New Capitol Annex, Frankfort, KY
40801.
INVITATION
TO BID
ES-40-85
OPENING DATE:
Tuesday. July 24, 1984
2:00 P.M., E.D.T.
PROJECT:
Roof Replacement
Lowry Center &
Applied Science
Murray State
University
Murray. KY
FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION AND
BID DOCUMENTS
CALL 502/564-3050

For Sale
Camper For
Small Pick-up
Call
753-6098
After 6 p.m.
Best Offer

1975 Ford Ranger
F-100 4114 Power
Steering,
Pow•r
Brakes, Air Conditioning. Nese Paint.
New Rebult Engine.
W,.20.000 Actual
Mlles. Excellent Condition and Respectable Price. Can Be
Se•fl At 1400 Vine
St Call 753-4783
after 5 p.m ask tor
David.
CONCRETE steps New
shipment arrived last
week Get them while
the selection is good
Rickman Norsworthy
Lumber Co 500 S 4th
St 753-6450

DAILY
CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM
LEASE
ASK GENE
AT

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

1973 International 1 Ton
with
Truck
duty
heavy
suspension and
power take off.
Good condition.
Call between
8-5, 753-8500.
NEED a mini vacation
close to home Try
Lakeview Cottages, 502436-5876.
Jim Suiten & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tine., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont -Cad -Buick

tLum

E
5 Lost and Found
SLIM Loose weight to
10 wk 015 Siamese
while you sleep--seen on kitten,
near Vine St.
T.V. for $1%.85. AvailaAppreciate
any info.
ble at your local Drug See Andy
at 1411 Vine or
Store for only $9.95!!
call
901 644-1463
Reward offered
LOST in J.C. Penney,
Sat.. July 7th, silver and
gold wedding ring with
engraving: G.S. to S.M.
8-4.72. Reward. Call
1-801-479-3215
LOST in New Concord
area. 1 Red Tick Female, 1 Black and Tan
Male Coon Hounds. If
seen please call
436-5849.
51.ANKEfI1'tr-fre'r
presentative: Opening
for qualified candidate
In microcomputer Industry. Candidate must
be ambitous, energetic
and able to sell. Excellent growth opportunity. Send resume in
confidence to: P.O. Box
1040A, Murray, Ky.
42071

ASSOCIATE DIREC
TOR. Grounds Main
tenance BA, 138 with appropriate courses in Horticulture. landscaping,
Botoney or equivalent
preferred plus 4 years
supervisory experience.
plans and supervisory
Installation of
landscaping
an a thorough knowledge
of grounds equipment
capability. Re•
sponsibilities include
maintenance of lawns.
parking areas, streets.
walks and refuse removal Send letter of application, resume and 3
references by July 31 1984
to Personnel Services.
Murray State University,
Murray Ky 42071.
EOEMF

Receptionist/
Secretary
Local accounting firm needs
someone with
good typing
skills, will train
on word processor, light
bookeeping.
Send resume to
P.O. Box 453,
Murray, Ky.

DIESEL Mechanic
Must be familiar with
cummins, detroit and
caterpillar motors
Must have own tools_
90 1 35 2 5 7 7 7 ,
' BLANDEX Great
fa m.-Cp.m
for utility rooms, patio
ceilings,
etc _94.95
LIVE in and care for
Mid -South
elderly
Meals each
Wholesale,
342 E.
and board f,irnIshed
Must have own trans- Washington, Paris, Tn.,
portation. Salary $136 901442-2552.
per week Phone 751,- T2 MODEL self-Frost
Deep Freese, 16 cu ft.,
1087.
$276. 753-5176
NO. 3 Shingles • VT.?
sq 7/8' Roof nalls•
$11 CIO per 50 lb. MidSouth Wholesale, 542 E.
Washington, Paris. To..
901-642-2552
L do light
housekeeping, dusting,
USED BUT NICE
cooking, dishes and
New shipment of
washing clothes. Call
753-5936.
smelt wood desks
TEACHER will tutor
Wood end metal
students after school or
desk. table, secretarial
in the summer. For
and executive swivel
details call 753-7129.
chairs, Hang cabinets,
ANT Job caring for
blue print flies, storage
anyone hospitalized or
adding
cabinets,
homebound. Have
electric
machin•s,
transportation and retypewriters
ferences. 3 years exCRYTS USED
perience. Willing to
work 7a.m. to 4p.m.
OFFICE FURNITURE
Monday through Fri1016 Jefferson
day. Also will do house
Reducer' 442-4302
cleaning. Call 753-7129
7dfurni217CIITET13
,
anytime.
ture, coffee table, end
table, two night tables
foam mattress, box
AN EXTRA INC
THAT KEEPS PACE springs with frame $100
WITH YOU. Set your Oall 474-8E82.
hours. Set your goals. DELUXE 15 cu ft.
Achieve exciting re- chest type freezer. alsults. For more about most new, $250. Call
the Shaklee Opportun- 7594667.
ity, call J.K. Ashby G.E Frost-free refrigerator and stove.
Enterprise/. 753-6699.
13Y owner: 4 unit apt. Schwin 27 lfich 10-speed.
building. Each unit 2 Call Scott at 753-8316
ne%frE.77T-TChildBR equipped kitchen,
laundry room. Well craft books, $75. Also 6
maintained, steady re- month old 10 gallon fully
equipped aquarium, $35.
ntal. 753-4593.
II 750-4538
DESIGN YOURSELF A
YPEWRITER,
NEW WAY OF LIFE.
Olympia
electric (pica)
Full time/part time.
Realize your ambitions w/metal typing table,
through the Shaklee $200. Computer moniOpportunity. Bonus tor, 9" Sanyo B/W, $60.
753-7698.
program, bonus car
travel. For information
call J.K. Ashby Enterprises. 75.3 6699.
51175.
LACK leather couch,
Country store, well
stocked good business. 3 chair and ottoman, $100
BR home attached. Call Call mornings, 435-4128.
382-2479.

izz

'MONEYMAKING
books. Up to $750 next
weekend guaranteed'
Send for Free Information, Pender Publishing
Company. "Dept." A
Box 54, New Concord,
Ky. 42076.
PROCESS MAIL! $78
per hundred! No experience. Part or full
time. Start Immediately. Details-send
self-addressed stamped
envelope to CRI-N41,
Box 9014, Stuart, FL
33496.
WANTED Auto
Mechanic for reputable
retail service outlet
located in immediate
area. Salary and corn•
mision. Send resumes to LATE model frost free
P.O. Box 1040B, refrigerator. 753-6211
Murray_
after 4p.m.

SINGER Factory Discounts on Singer
Machines. Check our
price oh The Touch
Tronic. SINGER SHOP,
Bel Air Center, Murray,
753-5323.
8N Ford Tractor, excellent condition, $1,100 or
best offer. 1973 Honda
Motorcycle, $350, excellent condition. 1973
Ford Pinto, engine and
transmission engine,
newly rebuilt, oco. Call
753-7849.
CASE Vac Tractor,
runs good, Hydraulic
good no equipment.
$750. Call 759-4667.

PADUCAH Gunshow
this weekend. Jaycee
Civic Center. Buy-SellTrade. 851-3377

PONT WORRY, GARFIELD. THE
POWER FAILURE MAY WAVE
SPOILED THE GOOD IN -THE
REFRIGERATOR...

8 STOP Walnut pump
organ, circa 1875, excellent condition. Call
354-8301 after 7p.m.
ALTO Saxaphone,
Trumpet and Flute.
489-2599.
HIE15,711r7.--Nla71 1or
sale. Excellent condition.aIdeal for home or
church. NO extras. Call
753-8976.
SPINET piano, very
good condition. $800.
753-3716.

COMMODORE 54. UM
used games for sale
cheap. 135 to $10 each
Will also trade

Roofing
Siding -• Galvanized
$33.00 per square
Painted $43.00 per
square. Full 34- coverage Some 5V metal at
$WAM ,per square. Circle
"0" Farm Center Marton, Ky
503-965-3176 Free I).livery 25 Squares and
up
MURRAY Satellite
Sales. Come by and
check out our equipment. Prices start at
11,650 and up All
equipment guaranteed
1114 Poplar, 7511-9365.
No.
%".4'312
Sh•etrock• $6.25 pc
Mid-South Wholesale.
342 E. Washington,
Paris, Tn., 901-64-2553.

OANIELING; Paneling:
Paneling. Lots of colors
to choose from, $5.45
and up. Mid -South
Wholesale. 342 E.
Washington, Paris, Tn.,
901442-2552.
11BILROAD Ties, $3.
and up. Call 753-2355 or
435.4343 or 435.4319.
ALLEN manual
full key cash register.
753-4728
27. Mobile Homes tor Sale
12x15 TRAILER for
sale. Call 759-4090 after
5:SOp.m.
12x$9, ALL electric, call
753-5464 or 753-6505,
asklnOs,9(X)
R and lot,
good condition. 3 miles
East of Murray. Call
753-8425.
1 9 7 5 1 2 x
8
STYLECRAFT, 2 BR,
1% bath, dishwasher.
759-4865 after 4 m,
1977 14.365 EXTRA nice
2 BR trailer. Located in
Fox Meadows Trailer
CI. Completely set up
w /underpinning,
awnings and central
heat and air. 759-1983
1980 LIBERTY 14x5f
front kitchen, furnished, washer and
dryer. underpinning,
air condition. Call 7538825 or 753-4443.
1981 65314, LIVED in 1

ACCEPTING applications_ I Or 2 BR
apts, Mur C•I Apts.,
Northwood Or 759-1941
Equal Housing
lIVnity.
LEASE. 2 B
duplex apt., central
heat and air, teachers
or couples only. Call
1 9 2 $950 or after
530p.m. 753-5067.
PU NISHED spt I or
Zimmerman
2 BR
Apts., S. 16th. 7534409
15NE and two BR apt.
near downtown Murray.
753 4109, 762-6650, 4362488

Mt

33. Rooms for Rent
for college
students. Boys or girls.
753-5561.
1t1..)0MS for rent. 1 block
from University Call
753-8146.

ROOMS

1 ER

bria, I •
Immediate possession,
city, $300. Also 2 BR
city, $200. Coleman
Real Estate, 753-9898.
AIR Conditioned 2 BE
house near downtown.
Stove and refrigerator.
$225. Deposit required
Call after 5:30 753-6429.
ROUSE for rent 'In
Hardin. 759-1417.
IRCE 2 -BR house on
North 16th Street.
Available now. $200
month. Call 753-6855
after 5p.m.
OLDER 2 BR house has
city water and sewage
and natural gas hookup.
Prefer to rent to handy
man. Rent would be
negotiable. Call 753-9400
after 5p.m.

RAI4G1_11
u'lls for
sale, 15 miles south of
Sikeston, Mo. 3144485867.
FOR Sale Beautiful 15
month
old American Saddlebred colt. 489-2462
ultAY Dapple Mare.
3500 or best offer,
Gentle. Call 437-4836

ARC Austrian Cattle
Dog puppy and adults
Champion parents. Dad
shown on "People
Beat". Show and work2 BR, 2 bath, central ing. Free
comformation
air, washer and dryer, and
obedience training.
dishwasher. 753-8786.
Mary Adelman.
1982 1 4370 FLEET- 436-2858.
WOOD, 8 BR, l'ies bath, AKC Registered
Boger,
gas, stove a-n-d-r•
- -•,pupir championship
frigerator. 753-2905 or bloodlines
'Call
753-5049.
after .m. 435-4232.
larfrfrMImmediately. DOG"Obedience, air
owner leaving town. 12 x condition room, day and
70, Shultz Mobile Home, evening, no Jerking
excellent condition inside training, humane and
and out, central heat and affection, home or
air, tied down and un- show. Mary Adelman.
derpinned. Situated on 436-2858.
quarter acre lot off 94 TlAVE
your dog home
East. Reduced $1000 for
protection and guard
quick sale Call 7159-1746
trained. Boarding and
anytime
grooming by professionals. Air conditioned facility. Call 502D BR, fully furnished, 436-2858.
central air, carpeted, SUDDEN VALLEY
new furniture. Call KENNELS now offers
753-5209. Shady Oaks.
boarding and grooming
1 BR trailer at Kenlana. for your dogs and cats
$125 month. $100 dc• at reasonable rtes.
posH. 436-5364.
Also ARC Champion
MOBILE Home Spaces Bloodline Pomeranian
available now. Water, Stud Service. 489-2856 or
sewer and 0/P -up 489-2377.
furnished. Restricted.
Terrier
Phone 753-3895 after
6 weeks old. ARC
Reffistered. Call 382-7731.
MOBILE home, 10x40,
furnished, water,
sewer, 0/P-up furnished. Deposit required, no pets. Mobile
Home Village. Phone
753-3896 after 6p.m.
MOBILE home, 12x40,
furnished, water,
sewer, 0/P-up furnished. No pets. Deposit
required. Mobile Home
Village. Phone 753-3895 410 South 16th St.
after 5p.m.
Saturday, July 14

8:00 AM to

LOOK,YOU
61.1Y6 , I
CAN TAKE
A LITTLE

SEARS wood stove,
3150, like new. Call
759-1403.
753-0414
Murray's only Home
owned and operated
Pest Control Service.
Free Inspection and
Estimates

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent

24. Miscellaneous
t9rES, Highway
T4
464 Also new Hutch
Rebel Wood Stove,
Scroll Saw. Call 8-5,
753-5980.
Elo LB. Concrete mix •
$1.85: Milartar mix $2.65. Just add water.
Mid-South Wholesale.
342 E. Washington,
Paris To., 901-642-2552.
1
ANNEL Scanner,
AC or DC with crystals
and mobile antenna
Included. 759-9501 after
Sp.m.
CLEARANCE SALE.
Tillers. 5 h.p. Briggs
and Stratton engines.
chain drive, $229.99_
Wallin Hardware,
Paris
"FltI-STATIC Satellite
Sales. 11 ft system
completely Installed.
$1,799-. We service what
we sell. Home: 9014420295 Office
901442-53411, 315 Tyson
Ave., Paris, Tenn.
used riding
mowers. ptarting at
$250 Call 763-8201 or
come by Murray Rental
and Sales, 200 East
Main. Murray

nofT

753-1492

• Tp on To
- .uy,
modest 2 BR house in or
near Murray. P0 Box
2228, Puryear, Tn
38251

1 AND 2 BR apts Lease
and deposit required.
Adults only. No pets.
753-9206.
1 ER unfurnished apt.
with fireplace, appliances furnished.
Lease and deposit reuired. 436-2484.
SMALL apt. at New
Concord, all electric.
500436-2427.
2 BR apt unfurnished,
stove and refrigerator.
Deposit required. 753.
0660.
unfurnished in
Panorama Shores. Ap
poem's furnished, has
garage and utility
room
No children or
pots 4.1ii 241.
D BR dup x. Northwood
flub& $275 per month.
7504406

rift

7

Queen Size Bed
Elect Typewriter
Antique Pict Frames
China & Crystal
Radio & Paintings
Cookbooks,Mysteries
Manual Typewriter
Magazines Glassware
And Much Much More

MOVING
SALE
Dinette set. freeze,.
bed, choirs. bookcase.
lamps. maple desk. 3
pc living room suite,
lots more
759 1 169
No 2 Oaks Estate
Take 94 West to Oaks
Country Club Rd Follow
signs
Fri and Sat

4 PARTY
'YARD SALE
Fri. arid Sat
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sun. July 15th 1-6
lacy araark•t at Alms
oll•ms onclud•
clean WW1 lumber fools
casting tole ilrawh•try
bases a h•ndoes yes
heater hirycle pars 1 ad
ding TOO.* & Isenhouer
bottle

GARAGE
SALE
810 South 16th
Fri. and Sat.
Mostly
teenage
girls clothes. Sizes
3 and 4 children
clothes, turniture,
adult clothes.

YARD
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
July 13 & 14th
On Coles Campground Road between watershed
and airport road
Watch for signs

2 PARTY
YARD SALE
Sat., 8-?
LOTS OF DEPRESSION
GLASS.
Many other items
to numerous to
mention.

YARD SALE
Fri and Sat.
8-?
7 miles East on 94
at
Duncan's
Grocery.
Baby
items.
clothes all sizes
(newborn to 3T),
misc. items. Good
Buys!

YARD SALE
Fri. and Sat.
7-5
Meadow green
Acres Subd
Off 121 South
Games,
toys,
-clothes,
typewrites', cash
register, sink, mirrors, lots more.

CARPORT
SALE
1505 Henry St.
No sales before
8 a.m.
Saturday, July 14
Cancelled
if
raining.

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
65 Bee
Creek Dr.
Fri. & Sat.
Lots of nic nacs,
clothes, treadle
sewing machine,
books

CARPORT
SALEMOVING
412 North
7th St. 8 a.m.
Sat.. July 14
Couches easy chairs. small
tables baby crib & oiler
furniture, washer & dryer.
lawn mower wheelbarrow.
lawn a gsorden tools.
lumber. & mrSc

YARD
SALE
Fri & Sat
610 Fairlane Dr
Clothes, tapes,
furniture,
some
odds and ends
for
Something
everyone

RUMMAGE
SALE
'Thursday
and Friday
8:30-?
812
Fox Meadows

e.„

'
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
41

Public Sales

MOVING SALE
Good clothing and
toys, furniture 1973
Mercury Monterey,
household items and
Tab* 94 East to Rte
280 to Forrest Road,
watch for signs. Inside if rains Wed
Thursday and Friday
8 a.m. to 7 p.m only 759-1392

MOVING
SALE
Sat. 8-4
1303 Vine St.
Children's
clothes, toys,
china cabinet,
lots more.

YARD
SALE
1604 Catalina
Thurs. & Fri.
7-5
Sat. Til Noon
Fruit jars, clothes,
household items,
much more.

40. Produce
H sale large tansi
plume. Contact me for
summer and tall apples
C•11 753-4735 Floyd
licKerule
41. Public Sales

YARD SALE
Sat., July 14
7 a.m.-4 p.m
/
2 S. 12th
4051
Clearout merchandise from local
store Also electric
dryer
and
gas
dryer, baby items,
plus much more.

44. Lets for Sale
IMO BROAD St 111114
blacktop frontage, 308
ft deep. 753-8362 and
753-0060
AURORA one to 10
acres wooded Kentucky
Lake area, from $3,006,
nothing down, from IMO
month, for home,
mobile home, free information phone Mr
Shell 14004214900
LARGE lot In Candlelight Estate Subdivision near Almo
Road frontage on two
aides Well and septic
tank 753-4611.
ONE large wooded lake
lot on Blood River, 200
ft from water edge.
Call 4116-3477.
45

MOVING
SALE
Fri., July 13th
8 a.m.-6 p.m
1506 Sycamore
dining
Antique
table, 6 chairs, bufchina
and
fet
cabinet, other furniture. clothes, lots
of odds & ends.

Farms for Sale
Rs ACRES, 30 acreiln
crops with 11
/
2 acres
tobacco, Cherry Corner
area. P 0 Box 8080,
Nashville, TN 37207 or
815-238-3787
4.5 ACRES with a well
on 783, 1 mile north of
the Airport. 489-2740.
ARARE house, 4
moms, bath on 10 acres.
Midway area FLnaricing available. $22,000.
Coleman Real Estate,
753-9898.
46. Homes for Sale

2 BR frame, carpeted,
$18,500. One in city, one
out. Also brick duplex,
city. Coleman Real
Estate, 753-9898.
STROUT
4 BR house and lot in
REALTY
Hazel. 18,500. Has new
wiring and insulation,
Lou Ann Philpot 753-61543
fully carpeted, some
Wayne *Yon 753-5096
appliance/. 758-0861.
Joe L. Kennon 4.36-6676
I 18R, Brick home,
1912 Coldwater Rosa
formal dining room and
Murray, Kentucky 42071
living room, 2 baths,
(502) 753-0185
den kitchen, double car
Anytime
garage,
central heat
JOE L. KENNON
and
air, woodburning
Broker
stove,
assumable loan.
Licensed S Bonded
Located 3 blocks from
University on dead end
street. Priced to sell in
FOR Real Service in mid $60'5. Call 759-4626
Fri. & Sat.
Real Estate, Contact after 5p.m.
Kopperud Realty, 711
8-4
Malts. We work at your 1 BR brick veneer on f
convenience. Phone 753- 3/4 acre lot, located
1110 Elm St.
miles southeast of
L222.
Murray. Low Interest
assumable. FHA loan.
$35,000. Call 753-3173 or
7534781 after 5p.m. or
la PIONEER'
753-0450 Ext. 302 during
CAR STEREO cat ado spoliais
day.
1
R brick home by
SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
owner, save real estate
commission points and
Dixieland Center Open Til 6
closing cost. Assumable
note with equity to
qualified person. Call
759-1915.
DAILY GOLD $11 SILVER PRICES
monr-ar-Vrar
-R3
an
Geld
SIIVer
FmHA reposaed houses.
Closed
Closed
Murray Calloway
Yesterday 341.75
Yesterday
7.37
County Realty, 304
Opened
°Weld
North 12th St. 753-8146
Today
342.25
Today
or Ron Talent 753-1894.
7.38
ExEctrrrvE home ofUp
Up
.01
.50
fered for sale at half
Conniiinients at
replacement cost. SerGOLD 8 SILVER CUSTOM
ious inquiries call for
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
next day viewing ap753 7113
pointment. No agent
W.. boy Gold. so-. Diamonds
please. 436-2333.
Hoot, 108 Doily 12 5 Sunday
lq..114 Full Time Real
Estate Service, contact
Kopperud Realty, 753=2. We currently have
BARGAINS
over 160 properties for
Jamas Futrell Is.. to get out due to Briggs IL
sale.
Stratton moving Into the Tappan &sibling where
these articles are stored. Everything must be sold
FOR Sale By Owner
Immediately. Lots of bergeins. Open 9 are. to
Paris Landing, Ten6 p.m.*very day until sold out or call 7331-76611.
nessee See Little Eagle
Mini Farms, only 8
night - 753-2394.
tracts to choose from.
A Partial List of Articles For Sole: complete 200 amp.
21
/
2 to 31 acre sites.
3-phase out-side service, small copier, t.v.'s, conveyors,
Total acreage 81. Beboats, office desk and choirs ond other office equipment,
autifully
rolling and
child's desk, tables, refrigerators, electric cook stoves • all
partially wooded. In
sizes, new arid used garage door panels, gas heaters, eleceveryone's
mind is a
tric heaters, hot water heaters, air conditioners, plumbing
dream of a special place
supplies, clothes dryer, regulation size pool table • like new,
to retire, camp or invest
slate top, metal clod doors - all sizes, new and used, several
where you write your on
used wood doors and windows, yard fencing cod gate, show
restrictions. 1 mile to
cases, gloss shelving, metal and wood shelving, work benKy. lake Paris Landing
ches, magazine rock, swinging scaffolding, new truck and
State Park, Marina,
Hotel and 18 Hole Golf
tractor tubes • all sizes, two new Good Year 13.6x24 6 ply
Course. Traders or
tractor tires, couch-hide-a-bed and chairs, wood cook stove,
investors, check this
oil stoves, hospital beds, three-compartment stainless steel
out. Would like to sell all
sink and Faucets, plate gloss, thermo-pone gloss, storm wintogether. Priced at less
dows, electric fuse boxes all sizes, gas heating system for
than three cents per
mobile home, hot tar roofing kalif., cosh registers, new swimSquare foot. Terms
ming pool pump and Filter, used sinks, bus seats, used carpet,
available. Write or call
hundreds of carpet samples, electric chain hoist, electric
James D. Futrell, 405
motors, 30-HP air compressor, heavy duty utility trailer, card
South 4th Street,
filing cabinets, some used lumber. Many other articles not
Murray, KY 42071 Day.
listed.
502-753-7668, Night 7532394.
These articles are located at the southwest corner of Me
Tappan Building.
OR Sale by Owner, 4/
1
2
acres with double wide
completely furnished
mobile home situated
less than a mile from
Sat., July 21st 10 a.m. Complete
Kentucky Lake. All new
carpeting, furnishings
Liquidation Auction of the late Sam
include matching stove
Calhoun Plumbing, Electrical, Apand refrigerator and
matching washer and
pliance and Fixture Store and Shop
dryer. Acreage includes
garden spot, apple
large
205 N. 4th Murray, Ky.
trees, grape harbor,
This is one of Murray's old established
and hookup spaces for.
businesses, large buildings filled with hundred10 trailers, also deep
well with new pump and
thousand of dollars in nice new and used merholding tank and cenchandise, office desks and chairs, filing cabinets,
tral gas heat Call
vanities, truck loads of new small appliances,
436.2686
.tools, poddle fans, wash tubs, bath tubs, light
FRAME house and I
fixtures, plumbing supplies of all kinds, screen
acres Or 22 acres, all
doors, water heaters, welders, electric pipe
tillable, some black top
thawers, power units, trincher with 5 ft. bar and
frontage, 10 miles North
trailer, pipe threader and cutters, truck load of
Murray 125,000 Call
plumbing tools, commodes, lovorotories,
753-3192
shelves, sump pumps, other pumps. Complete
NEW Concord, 3 BR, S
stock of electrical supplies, kitchenware of all
acres, excellent condi
tion, aluminum
kinds.
•
all appliances, garage,
Would be impossible to Itemize this
large workshop. shed
Come See maksz offer
sale. Bring a big- truck,- f:
Call 436 2181
43. Real Estate

•

GROUP
YARD
SALE

ALPINE

AUCTION SALE

with us.
Fr); Information Call

OTTO CHESTER'S
AUCTION SERVICE
502-435-4128 Lynn Grove, Ky.
In case of extreme bad weather sale will
be held following Saturday

47. kl•torcycles

FOR SALE
A O.T
Yamaha
Moped in good
condition
for
8200.00 dollars
Call 759-1405

49. Used Cars
51
Campers
coafrir 10•4•4, .
11-1/91 Shasta camper
211,XXX 1111)111S. ftananc• •36-2455
lag available. Call 362MS or saa-sete
52. Boats-Motors
FOR sale, locally
owned new car trade. 15 Ft MONARCH Bass
48. Auto Services
Ins Previous ownership boat, 35 hp Evinrucie, foot
control trolling motor,
ROOD Reconditioned upon request. No cars depth finder,
$3000. Call
Auto Batteries. purcNuse at the Auto Auc- 753-0368.
Inquire
tion.
at
Carroll
guaranteed! $15 ex Volkswagen -Audi• 17 FT Tri Hull Sid Boat,
chap Call 753-1711.
Mazda and Depenable walk thru windshield.
SPECIAL! Batteries
150 h p. Mercury, power
Delco Sidepost. Small Care.
Call Jett Oakley, tilt and trim, tandem
type. $10 each. Call 7511-M50.
trailer Must see. Ex,
753-8711
DAB Saver. tre Red cellent condition 753,
Pinto Wagon, very 9131 or after 5p m
49
Used Cars
753-4729.
clean, low mileage
fiag rrirk Y impala I 4894494
1775 ITTDIkA Sport 76
door Sports Couple. 283
h.p. Evinrude with
V-8 automatic, power
drive on triler and all
5
Trucks
0
.
Used
steering, skirts, coral
accessories. Can be
color. $3.750 or track for fVf4 11.1711 Oab Oodge seen at Sports
newer model Chevy Pickup, good condition
Specialists, 808 Chest.
Pickup Call 753-0770.
Call 7534644.
nut St., Murray
1971 FORD LT
1078 CHEVROLET
I ML1NE Bass Boat,
Broughm, 4 dr , p.m., a.w.b., 6 cylinder, 14 ft., 66 h.p." Mercury,
p.b , A-1 condition. 753- straight shift, good trolling motor graph.
3738
condition, $2,200 753- $1.400. 762-4797.
1974 AUDI Fox, auto 2813.
sAILERSAT. Ventura, 24
transmission, sunroof, 1060 MAZDA Pickup, a ft., fully equipted.
AM/FM radio. re- llttle black beauty, long S8.500. Call 901.232-8321.
asonably Priced 753- bed. $2,795. 750-1801
9620 after 5p.m
ULL converted 1977 53. Services Offered
1974 MAZDA Station Chev, Van, 16.000. Day BLOCK Building,
Wagon, good condition, 753-8635 Night 753-6669.
basements, garages,
1726. Call 760-1789.
footing, floors, driveCampers
1974 TRIUMPH Spit- 51
ways_ Also brick work,
fire, new top, $600. Cali 151i FT Shasta Lo-Flite large or small jobs. 24
753-5845 or 7594047.
camper trailer, stove years experience. 7531975 TOYOTA Corrola, I with oven, icebox and 5.476.
dr., air, automatic, high furniture. sleeps 8. Call CUSTOM Bushhogging.
allies, good transporta- 753-8965.
Cali 474-8091
tion, $850. 753-5901.
18 FOOT Casual Camper
1977 CHRYSLER Cor- for sale at Missing Hills
Aluminum and Vinyl
dova, 437.4350 after Resort, air conditioned,
siding end Aluminum
4p.m.
excellent condition, water
trim for ell houses. It
trt DATSUN 310 GX, 8 front lot. Call 753-0366.
stops painting.
air. 753-7827.
18' REVELL Travel
grfTLDODGE Dart, 8 Trailer. Sleeps 8. Self
Jack Glover
cylinder, 2 door, 8 Contained. Gas and
753-1873
speed, with overdrive, electric, Very clean. Set
$1,100. Call 436-4124.
up at Shamrock Resort
1979 TRANS Am with 901-232-8211 or owner, APPLIANCE SER
t-tops, 59,000 miles. Edward Comfort, 502- VICE. Kenmore,
236-24601996.
Westinghouse,
756-4095 after 5p.m
1981 DELTA" 88 Old- 1978 MIDAS Mini Motor Whirlpool. 21 years
Home,
experience.
Parts and
23 ft., rear full
smobile, fully equlpted,
excellent condition, low bath, double air, 3 K W. service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance ,,Sermileage. 2474744 after Gen, 753-0114.
5p.m. Must sell, lost job.
1982 FRANKLIN cam- vice, 202 S. 5th St.
1681 MONTE Carlo, all per, factory heat and 753-4872, 753 8886
power and air, AM/FM air, good condition. (home):
APPLIANCE repair
cassette, white lettered Reasonable. 753-1537.
Urea, sunroof. Call 753- OVERHEAD camper work all brands.
9291 or 436-2689.
for . L.W.B Truck. Specialize in Tappen.
'81 Bonneville Bathroom, stove and Call 753-5341 or 3544956.
Earl Lovett.
Broughm, wire wheels, icebox. $703. 763-6864.
loaded! New engine
with 1.2,w - 12 month
REDUCED!! Owner leaving Murray and
guarantee. Excellent
must sell three bedroom, two bath brick.
condition, $4,900. 7538962 after 8p.m.
Carpet, ceiling fan. drapes. T.V.A.rapprov1982 OLDSMOBILk
ed insulation; appliances. Excellent locaDelta FS Royal, 2 Dr.,
tion! A real buy for someone!
39,000 miles. 753-8162.
Clean air living can be yours in this cedar
home on 1 acre lot. House completely
FOR SALE
remodeled in 1980. Electric heat plus
Locady owned new
Ashley wood stove. Dishwasher, range.
car trade-ins.
refrigerator. $31,000.00.
Previous ownership
upon request. No
Five bedroom brick on 1.6 acres with
cars purchased at
detached rental. All of this in town for less
Auto Auction. Inthan $50,000.00! Range, dishwasher, carpet,
quire at Carroll
fireplace. All rooms large. Ideal for large
Volkswagen-Audifamily.
Mazda and DepenJUST LISTED south of Murray. 180 acre
dable used cars. Call
Jeff
peach farm with mobile home and equipOakley,
ment buildings. 600 peach trees, 2 year
753-8850.
around spring fed creeks, gravel pit. Owner
ONE owner. 1983 Buick
would consider trade-ins or to qualified
Electra Limited, 24,000
buyer, possible owner financing.
miles, power seats, both
sides, steering, brakes,
windows, door locks,
07Zi
mig
eM
also tilt wheel, radio,
stereo, tape, new inside
&juin 12th at Sycamore
and out. 212.(00. Would
take pickup in trade
TELEPHONE ?53-tali
Phone 753-7595.
47. Motorcycle*
Wril HONDA coursing
1000. fully d
d.
Cycle sound, floor
boards. 38,000 miles.
Call 755-7999 after Op.m.

Public Auction
Saturday, July 14th at 10 A.M. at the Elm Grove
Baptist Church Parsonage across the road from
the church on Highway 94 East. Bro. Calvin
Wilkins & family have moved to Mayfield to be
Director of Missions in Graves County. Because
of lack of room will sell these items.
Beautiful Crestwood Couch & Chair, 2 Matching Grey & White
End Tables, Beautiful Table Lamps, Beautiful French Provincial
Dining Table With 6 Chairs With Scotch Guard Finish, Breakfast
Set, Nice Frigidaire Home Freezer, Some Picture Frames, Round
Top Trunk, Lawn Chairs, 8 H.P. Arien Riding Mower, There Will
Be A Lot Of Misc. Items. Tires & Wheels, Tools Of Different Kinds.
And Much More.

Sale will be held rain or shine. Not responsible for
accidents. Refreshments available. Terms: Cash
or good check day of sale. Sale conducted by Dan
Miller Auction Service. For more information &
your auction needs call 435-4144 Lynn, Grove, Ky.

Dan Miller

Auctioneer

Terry Paschall - App. Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in Ky.& Tenn. #1281

53. Services Offered
bo you have dead or
unwanted tress that
need cutting or trees
that need topping? Will
also do other clean up
work such as cutting
shrubbery or clean up
grown up areas. Free
estimates. Call 437-047.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex.
oerience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, siding. NO .108
TO SMALL. Free es
timates. Days 753-6973,
nights 474-2276.
JOE (Sonney) McKin
net Appliance Service
All makes and models.
(Authorized Service on
Montgomery Ward Ap
iniances). Located at
George Hodge and Son
Used Furniture Store
753-8505 or 492-8704.

53

SHVICAPS Offered

000 ion specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You •
name it, I do it. You
but, I install. You
break, I fix. Call 436,
28611
1 -WI
DELL'S Re- WE 1-11AltifieN(
frJgeration and Air make wet basements
Condition Service. dry. work completely
Cleaned and repaired. guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Can
Hwy 210. 753.7275.
rAINTING, interior struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
and exterior By the jOb 409A, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1 442 7026.
or by the hour. Re
WILL haul white rock,
ferences by request
sand, lime, rip rap and
Call 437.4221 or 437.4534.
masonary sand, coal,
dirt, gravel, fill sand.
Call Roger Hudson,
Alualide Sante Ca
753-4545 or 753-6763.
Mane and rinyt

sire. Custom the acct.
Rearms. C.d WI Ed

lelpriew4Weirowle
C.AMPEELL WELL
DRILIJNE
lidesser To
Celle,.
POI 312-3171
PI
1101 352-5704
Iwo berwer•

Bally, 753-06119.

EWING Machine Rep
air. All makes and
models. industrial, home
and commercial. 38 yrs.
EEWOR K, complete
experience, All work removal, topping or
guaranteed. Kenneth trimming. E
Barnhill, 753-2674, Stella, perienced Reasonable
Ky.
rates. 753-0211

Will haul slabs
and sawdust.
Mark Paschall,
753-5265.

JOINER'S Tree Ser
vice. 30 years experience. Also bucket
truck for hire. Call
753-0366.
CUSTOM KI ICH! N CABINL
LICENSED Electrician
CU'il um wooDwoRkiivt.
for residential and
commercial. Heating
•
and air condition, gas
•
installation and repair.
SOLID W000 CABINETS a•
RAISED
PANEL
DOORS
Phone 753 7203.
Birch • Oak • Waived • Cherry
NEED work on your
OUNCASES • MANTLES • 110015CASES•
trees? Topping, prunKITCHEN CAaINET TOPE • VANtTlES
ing, shaping, complete • CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE a PURISTIME NEFINIS1411110 •
removal and more. Call • COMPETTTIVI POKES Seep Sy•Ewe O Mepley
•
BOVER'S TREE
753-5940•
SERVICE for Pro- • 1212 Moln Murray, Ky.
fessional tree care. 45•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•111•
•
•
•
753.0338

Ouunrs

TLC Cleaning Service
Introducing Our
REVOLUTIONARY NEW
CARPET DRY
CLEANING MACHINE

BAILEY'S FARM
LUMBER
For all your
oat building needs.
7591099
Corner of Industrial Rd.
ROOFING, Hot Work,
Shingles, All Kinds. Call
for free estimate. 5023288934.
LAWN Mower and tiller
repair. 3 miles south on
121. See Wayne and Kim
Wilson, 753-5086

•Only One In This Section Of The Country
'Carpet Dry In 'A to 'A Hour
Call Today For Our Low-Low
INTRODUCTORY PRICE
We Clean With
TENDER LOVING CARE
759-9754
References
759-1834
..11•11,

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, July 14, 1964, 1000 AM Rain or Shine at the Rob Duncan
Farm,6 miles East of Hazel down State Line Rood 3 miles Southeast
of New Providence. follow Signs.
Auctioneers Note: This safe isone in a life time kind of sale. Plan
to stay with us when you get there. Only one way in and one way
out.
There ere firs modern typo Items at this sale.
Selling: 1970 Datsun Pickup, electric cook stove, Frigidaire Frost free refrigerator.
TV, thain sow.
Antiques: Oak side board, good iron cook stove, stone wore, kitchen cabinet,
magazine rock, lots of good old quilts, lamps, wordrobe, ook dresser with double
mirror, lornp tables, rocking choirs, iron bed, comelbock trunk, cotton cords, oak
chairs, hand scales, oak icebox, crosscut saws, wood ironing boords, corn sheller,
glassware.
Folks i have not hod any sales this year but this sale is something you would
not expect to find in Calloway County. There is no trolling what w• will find
by sal* dote. We also have a good sale coming up on July 28th watch paper
for el•folls. Not responsible for accidents.

Terry Shoemaker, Auctioneer
For further information call 753-0262 or 753-9324.

AUCTION
LAND AUCTION
SATURDAY, JULY 14, 1984
3:00 P.M. - RAIN OR SHINE
Till FARM WAS FORMERLY KNOWN AS
Till ONYX ROGERS NOME PLACE
Form Is Located 10 Milos West Of Murray,4 Milos West
Of Lyme grows,I Milos lost Of 'Fri City. From Nulty. 94 At
Illorpolti's Oriel:spry, Take Moods *rove Rd.Illoot6 1 Mile Ts
The Form Wens Posted!!

40 ACRES MORE OR LESS
SELLING BY DEED AS ONE TRACT
GOING AT ABSOLUTE AUCTION
NO MINIMUMS! * * NO REJECTIONS!
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"
My Service Doesn
'
t Cost, It Pays
"
•1. Mahe
le Peels
AUCTION

Three bedroom, two bath home on Forrest Road.
Family room with ceiling fan and wood-burning stove
Bay window and open beam ceiling in living room.
Cypress home on three acres of land. Owner leaving
Murray must sell! 10% down on day of sale with
balance within 30 days.
Auctioneer: Dan Miller
Broker: Anna Requarth, Roberts Realty
For more information contact Roberts Realty at
753-1651. Located on corner of South 12th and
Sycamore. Fliers available.
Auction sale July 14th, Saturday, 3:00 P.M. House
open for viewing at 1:30 with Broker available.
Take 94 East to Hwy. 280, stay on 280 until you
reach Forrest Road. Watch for signs.

leeprovoissmots Arts Two-12 Wide Mobilo Illossos, A Wirier
Wolk Week Dom Good Poled, Lod Otlisr Owil Illstildisips.
WELL SECLUDED DEER HUNTER PARADISE
SOUTH EAST GRAVES CO. KENTUCKY FARM
ABSOLUTELY THE LAST BIDDER WILL BUY THIS PROPERTY
POINTY OP FRES ROPIIIIINNAMINITOB AND A SACK FULL
Of SKIM! DOLLARS WILL III INVIII AWAY!!
Terms NIS Bows Boy.9 9.0.6 Boluses Dos IMAM is Dare
*eerie Amid Aso Bubeseseffert Ihrsere - Josksea. Teen.

JAMES R. CASH
THE AUCTIONEER 8 REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM, KENTUCKY
(5021 623-8466 OR (542) 613.638Ft
"THE SELLING MACHINE-
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Rocket nozzle failure delays Discovery launch decision
CAPE CANAVERAL,
Fla (AP) — The decision on when to
reschedule space shuttle Discovery's aborted
maiden launch has been
delayed by the failure of
a rocket nozzle during a
test in St Louis, NASA

EVANSVILLE, Ind.
(AP) — Homeowners
concerned by recent
publicity about
likelihood of a Midwest
earthquake should
check their property insurance, agents say.
"A lot of people probably don't realize earthquake is a major exclusion, and we want to
at least make it known
to them," said Mike
Linenburg, a salesman
with Schultheis Insurance Agency.
The agency has been
encouraging customers
to buy earthquake
coverage in the wake of
recent publicity about
what scientists say is an
inevitable major quake
along the New Madrid
fault. Previous tremors
along the fault have
been felt in southern Indiana and Illinois,
eastern Missouri and
western Kentucky.
The agency has sent
letters with each recent
renewal notice explaining that earthquake protection is not automatic
and outlining coverage
plans. Linenburg said In
a recent interview.
"Since we started sen-

reports
The mishap occurred
just as shuttle
managers had decided
to combine Discovery's
first and second missions into a single flight
to save time. Now they

ding letters. I'd say we
get at least one call a
day about it," he said
"And most of the people
who do call eventually
buy it."
State Farm
spokesman Dave Hurst
agreed that most people
would be surprised to
find they do not have
quake protection

may have to fly the missions separately,
perhaps putting the second off several months.
The Star-ell solid fuel
rocket nozzle failed during a test Monday night
at the Astronautics Division of McDonnell
Douglas Corp. in St.
Louis.
Star-48 rockets are on
two communications
satellites that would be
part of the cargo on a
combined mission

After a payload has
been deployed from the
shuttle, the rocket propels It to stationary orbit 22,300 miles above
the Earth
Super-heated air was
pumped into a chamber
to simulate the heat and
pressures the nozzle
would be subjected to
during a rocket firing
After the eight-second
test, McDonnell
Douglas engineers
noted a layer of nozzle

material had separated
Star-48 rocket nozzles
were at fault last
February when two
communications
satellites were propelled into the wrong orbits
after being successfully
released by shuttle
astronauts Since then,
McDonnell Douglas has
been conducting an extensive test and correc.

cond missions for a
month
Discovery's maiden launch in late August
voyage was scrubbed They had even ordered
June 26 when a com- Discovery rolled back
puter detected a valve from the launch pad to
failure and ordered its hangar so two comshutdown of the engine munications satellites
start sequence just four from the second mission
seconds before the plan- could be installed in the
ned blastoff,
cargo bay.
After deliberating
But both the new
several days, shuttle satellites empi-oy
Star-48 rockets, and the

part of Discovery's
original cargo, employs
a different type rocket
to reach the high stationary orbit.
If the St. Louis nozzle
failure can't be resolved
son, Discovery's
original flight plan may
stand, with an early
August launch date likeThe second
ly
Discovery trip then
would have to be
delayed, DerhaOs for

"You hear a lot about
it in places like California, but even there, only
5 to 10 percent of our
policyholders have it,"
Hurst said. "In the
Midwest, I suspect it
would be much less than
that."
Fe wares
homeowners bought
earthquake protection
until recent publicity
about the fault, Linenburg said.
Hurst said State Farm
earthquake coverage
adds $25 to $32 a year to
cost of coverage for a
$50,000 home, depending
on type of construction.
The base rate of 50 to
65 cents per $1,000 in
coverage for Indiana is
about one-fourth the
company's rate in
California, he said.

War correspondence reveals
Churchill-Roosevelt strains
NEW YORK (AP) —
The complete wartime
correspondence between President
Franklin Roosevelt and
British Prime Minister
Winston Churchill
shows previously unsuspected tensions between the leaders, experts say.
The 2,000 telegrams,
letters and memoranda
spanning 514 years during World War II are to
be published in early
October by the
Princeton University
Press.
The collection
"reveals strains in the
... relationship as
they've never been
revealed before,"
Princeton professor Arthur Link said.
According to the
documents, among the
issues on which the two
men differed were independence for India,
strategy for dealing
with the Soviet Union
and a guarantee of elections for Poland, The

New York Times
reported Wednesday.
The documents came
frorn the Public Record
Office in London, the
National Archives in
Washington and the
Franklin D. Roosevelt
Library in Hyde Park,
N.Y. and were edited by
Warren F. Kimball, a
professor of history at
the Newark College of
Rutgers University
The growing strains
between the two leaders
are revealed in the
changing form of address as Roosevelt and
Churchill began to move
from war strategies to
the planning of the
postwar world, the
newspaper said
Roosevelt no longer addressed Churchill as
"Former Naval Person" or "My Dear
Winston," but simply
called him "The Prime
Minister," while Churchill dropped "My Dear
Franklin" for the formal "The President."

Why not spend a little
more and have the finest,
clean, dry above ground
burial? Mausoleum crypts
eliminate the need for
spaces, vaults and marker,
and when comparing these
costs, they can be purchased for just a little bit
more.

Buy now and save

$600.00 on a pair.
Call 753-654

MURRAY
MEMORIAL
A DENS

BIG DISCOUNTS ON SLIGHTLY DAMAGED UNITS

216 UNITS DAMAGED BY HAIL
'NEW CARS 'NEW PICKUPS •NEW VANS
'USED CARS 'USED TRUCKS
CARS & TRUCKS MUST BE SOLD BY JULY 14TH
The Insurance
Company Paid Us
Now The Savings
Are Passed On
To You!

•GM WARRANTY & CAR SERVICE REMAIN
INTACT
'
INSPECT ALL DENTS THAT YOU CAN FIND
•NO REASONABLE OFFER WILL BE REFUSED
WE WILL BE OPEN UNTIL 8 PM DURING
THIS SALE FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
OPEN JULY 4TH

